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Abstract 
 

Nanoporous gold (np-Au) has emerged as a very promising catalyst for a variety of 

catalytic processes. In recent years’ significant efforts have been made to elucidate the 

role of structural aspects as well as admixtures of a second metal, oftentimes silver, 

which remains in the nanoporous material produced by corrosion of an appropriate 

alloy such as AuAg. Investigations on well-defined single crystalline model systems 

provide evidence that the reactivity of np-Au can be rationalized by the properties of 

low index Au surfaces. However, various open questions still remain such as the role of 

steps or the importance of water for the understanding of the catalytic properties. In 

order to investigate reaction kinetics of catalytic reaction on well-defined single crystal 

surfaces, an ultra-high vacuum molecular beam chamber was setup. The oxidation 

reactions were performed under isothermal conditions using pulsed molecular beam 

techniques combined with mass spectrometric measurements to monitor the kinetics of 

products in the gas-phase. In addition, the apparatus allows for an IR spectroscopic 

characterization of the surface under reactions conditions to elucidate the nature of 

surface species during the reaction. As Au surfaces do not dissociate molecular 

oxygen under UHV conditions the experiment utilizes an effusive beam of atomic 

oxygen as created by a thermal cracker. In this thesis CO oxidation was studied on the 

Au(332) surface. Initially, IRAS studies were performed to obtain a detailed assignment 

of IR vibration modes of 13CO on the pristine and O pre-covered Au(332) surface. In 

agreement with the literature results, IRAS studies showed a 13CO band on pristine 

Au(332) with a maxima at about 2075 cm-1 at low coverages, which shifts to lower 

wavenumber as the coverage rises. The O pre-covered Au(332) surface shows initially 

two distinguishable vibrational bands which suggest that different adsorption sites were 

created after exposure the surface to O atoms and additionally the results show that 

CO is more strongly bound on the oxygen pre-covered surface than on the pristine 

Au(332). Transient kinetics of CO oxidation reaction on Au(332) provide clear evidence 

for a much more complex reaction scenario than anticipated by simple oxidation of CO 

by oxygen atoms. Moreover, the results showed the beneficial effect of water being 

known to be in fast exchange with adsorbed oxygen, which hence can compete with 

CO oxidation. The transient kinetic shows clear evidence for fast and slow processes 

as a function of water pressure. At high water partial pressure, the system adopts 

steady state kinetics, while it does deactivate at lower pressures due to the formation of 

Au-O phases being less reactive towards CO oxidation. Due to the quantitative nature 

of the molecular beam experiments it is possible to show that the system exhibits a 

significant transient oxygen concentration on the surface while being in steady state. 
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The latter oxygen does, however, react with CO in case the oxygen atom supply is 

switched off. The ability of water to utilize oxygen present in Au-O phases for CO 

oxidation being otherwise not reactive under the chosen experimental conditions can 

be directly correlated to observation for np-Au. For these systems water was found to 

be beneficial not only for the steady state reactivity of the system, but perhaps even 

more interesting for a reactivation of a deactivated catalyst, which can be explained by 

the utilization of otherwise unreactive oxygen species poisoning the surface. 
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Zusammenfassung 

 

Nanoporöses Gold (np-Au) hat sich als vielversprechender Katalysator für eine Vielzahl 

katalytischer Prozesse erwiesen. In den letzten Jahren wurden erhebliche 

Anstrengungen unternommen, um die Rolle der strukturellen Aspekte sowie von 

Beimischungen eines zweiten Metalls, oft Silber, aufzuklären. Letzteres verbleibt in den 

durch Korrosion einer geeigneten Legierung wie AuAg hergestellten Systemen. 

Untersuchungen an wohl-definierten einkristallinen Modellsystemen haben gezeigt, 

dass die Reaktivität von np-Au qualitativ durch die chemischen Eigenschaften von Au-

Oberflächen mit niedrigem Index erklärt werden kann. Verschiedene Fragen wie die 

Rolle von Stufen oder die Bedeutung von Wasser für das Verständnis der katalytischen 

Eigenschaften bleiben jedoch offen. Um die Reaktionskinetik von katalytischen 

Reaktionen auf wohl-definierten Einkristalloberflächen zu untersuchen, wurde eine 

Ultrahochvakuum-Molekularstrahlkammer aufgebaut. Die Oxidationsreaktionen wurden 

unter isothermen Bedingungen unter Verwendung gepulster Molekularstrahltechniken 

durchgeführt, wobei die Reaktivität durch massenspektrometrische Messungen von 

Spezies in der Gasphase charakterisiert wurde. Daneben erlaubt die Apparatur die 

Aufnahme von IR-Spektren von der Oberfläche unter Reaktionsbedingungen, um 

gleichzeitig die Entwicklung der Oberflächenspezies zu überwachen. Da Au-

Oberflächen molekularen Sauerstoff unter UHV-Bedingungen nicht dissoziieren, 

verwendet das Experiment einen effusiven Strahl atomaren Sauerstoffs, der von einem 

thermischen Cracker erzeugt wurde. Als Testreaktion wurde die CO-Oxidation auf der 

Au(332) Oberfläche betrachtet. Zunächst wurden IRAS-Studien durchgeführt, um eine 

detaillierte Zuordnung der IR-Schwingungsmodi von 13CO auf der reinen und der O-

bedeckten Au(332)-Oberfläche zu erhalten.  

In Übereinstimmung mit Literaturergebnissen zeigten IRAS-Studien auf der sauberen 

Au(332)-Oberfläche bei niedrigen Bedeckungen eine 13CO-Bande mit einem Maximum 

bei etwa 2075 cm-1, die sich mit zunehmender Bedeckung zu kleineren Wellenzahlen 

verschiebt. Die sauerstoffbedeckte Au(332)-Oberfläche weist bei mittlerer Bedeckung 

zwei Schwingungsbanden auf, die sich durch eine höhere Bindungsenergie des CO 

und eine Rotverschiebung der Linienlage im Vergleich zur sauberen Au(332)-

Oberfläche auszeichnen. Kern dieser Arbeit ist die Untersuchung der CO Oxidation auf 

der Au(332) Oberfläche. Die transiente Kinetik dieser Experimente liefert eindeutige 

Beweise für ein komplexes Reaktionsszenario, das über eine einfache Oxidation von 

CO mit Sauerstoffatomen hinausgeht. Darüber hinaus zeigten die Ergebnisse die 

günstige Wirkung von Wasser, von dem bekannt ist, dass es sich im schnellen 
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Austausch mit adsorbierten Sauerstoffatomen befindet, die wiederum mit dem direkten 

Pfad für die CO-Oxidation konkurrieren können. Die transiente Kinetik zeigt eindeutige 

Indizien für Reaktionskanäle, die auf verschiedenen Zeitskalen ablaufen und durch die 

Wahl des Wasserpartialdrucks beeinflusst werden können. So konnte im speziellen 

gezeigt werden, dass bei hohem Wasserpartialdruck das System eine stationäre 

Reaktivität annimmt. Aufgrund der verwandten Molekularstrahltechniken ist es möglich, 

aus der beobachteten transienten Kinetik zu schließen, dass die Oberfläche unter 

stationären Reaktionsbedingungen eine signifikante transiente Sauerstoffkonzentration 

aufweist, die beim Ausschalten der Sauerstoffatomquelle abreagieren kann. Die 

letztere Beobachtung hat direkte Implikationen für die Reaktivität von np-Au, für das 

eine Erhöhung der Reaktivität, vor allem aber eine Reaktivierung des Systems durch 

Wasser gefunden wurde. 
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1 Introduction 

 

Heterogeneous oxidation reactions catalysed by metals have long been of 

academic and industrial interest6. Catalytic partial oxidation of hydrocarbons 

and alcohols, in particular, is of immense importance because it is the basis for 

various large-scale processes of both commodity chemicals and valuable 

precursors for many specialty processes6. The coinage metals have 

demonstrated unique characteristics for selective oxidation catalysis. For 

example, transformation of methanol to formaldehyde is achieved by silver 

catalysts; epoxidation of ethylene with supported silver and copper particles has 

become a mature industrial process applied worldwide7.  

Catalytic partial oxidation reactions have a great economic importance; 

however, the corresponding processes face a number of challenges. A 

significant problem is to find an active but still selective catalyst, as increasing 

activity oftentimes reduces selectivity, which may lead to an enhanced total 

combustion to CO2 and H2O. Another intriguing difficulty is that currently the 

rational design of catalytic systems is rather the exception than the rule. To date 

progress in heterogeneous catalysis mainly relies on “trial and error” studies. 

Recently, there has been tremendous interest in developing new reaction 

processes to realize the goal of “green chemistry” which aims at maximizing 

product yield, reducing energy consumption, and minimizing pollution. To this 

end, heterogeneous catalysis has the potential to play a central role in such 

processing. 

Thirty years ago Haruta8 showed that well-prepared gold nanoparticles 

(NPs) are capable of interesting catalytic reactions and since then, there has 

been a growing effort at exploiting some of the unique properties of gold for 

fundamental and industrial applications. Several reactions have been reported 

including propylene epoxidation9,10, coupling reactions of methanol11,12, water-

gas shift reaction13–15, NO reduction16, and of course low temperature CO 

oxidation17–20. Among these reactions, low temperature CO oxidation is one of 

the most unique regarding gold catalysts and it has gained much interest in the 

catalysis community. 
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It is generally accepted that gold clusters of 2-5 nm supported on metal 

oxides exhibit the highest activity for CO oxidation21, however many other 

details about this reaction are far from being completely understood. In 

particular, the reaction mechanism, details about the oxidation state of active 

gold, the effect of the metal oxide support, whether atomic or molecular oxygen 

is the reactive species and, the last but not least the role of moisture, which has 

drawn attention from both fundamental and technological application22. 

The reports on the catalytic activity of gold presented above, dealt with 

gold nanoparticles dispersed on oxide supports. Irrespective of the uncertainty 

with respect to many details it was, however, common understanding that 

catalytic activity requires Au nanoparticles of a few nanometers in diameter. To 

this end it came as a surprise that nanoporous gold (np-Au), a purely metallic 

material prepared by de-alloying of an appropriate alloy e.g. AgAu, can have 

significant chemical activity and has emerged as very promising catalyst for a 

variety of catalytic processes23–25. 

Np-Au consists of an interpenetrating network of gold ligaments and voids. 

Due to the de-alloying processes used to prepare the structure, a small residual 

amount of the less noble metal – in case of AgAu alloys Ag- remains in the 

material. Depending on the preparation conditions this leads to at least 1% 

residual silver26,27. Np-Au provides a relatively high specific surface area 

(typically in the range of 10 m2/g), electrical and thermal conductivity, facile 

recyclability, e.g., if dispersed in liquid reaction media, and a finely tuneable 

porous structure without the need of a support24. 

Np-Au has been demonstrated to be a versatile catalyst for various 

oxidation reactions such as low-temperature oxidation of CO17,28,29, highly 

selective oxidation of alcohols11, and for cross-coupling of dissimilar alcohols12.  

However, various open questions still remain such as the role of steps or the 

importance of water for the understanding of the catalytic properties. 

TEM tomography studies have shown that the internal surface of np-Au 

involves a complex arrangement of low- and high-index surfaces and a high 

density of atomic steps30,31. The corresponding presence of a high 

concentration of low-coordinated surface atoms has been predicted to be one of 

the origins for the high catalytic activity of small gold nanoparticles19,32–34. This 

is because low-coordination atoms are expected to interact more strongly with 
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molecules owing to their modified local electronic structure (in particular, a local 

up-shift and narrowing of the d-band19), leading to reduced reaction barriers 

relative to close-packed gold surfaces34. However, simply comparing specific 

surface areas to assess the relative activity of np-Au and gold nanoparticles can 

be misleading, as it does not describe differences in the concentration of 

various active surface sites35. 

Water is a particularly important molecule for oxidation catalysis and its 

influence on the reactivity of Au catalysts was elucidated. Haruta and Daté36 

have reported that water promotes CO oxidation on Au/TiO2 by almost two 

orders of magnitude. They proposed that water plays two possible roles during 

CO oxidation. The first role is related to the activation of molecular oxygen at 

the interface between the Au nano-particles and the support, allowing 

subsequent CO oxidation. The second role is associated with the 

decomposition of carbonates formed during the reaction. Both possibilities point 

to the fact that water can be involved in the mechanism of CO oxidation. In the 

case of np-Au and a stoichiometric supply of reactants, the conversion of CO 

increases by about 100% just by adding 0.01 vol% water to the gas stream25. 

By adding water to the gas feed, the catalytic conversion can be enhanced by 

more than 100%. However, when no oxygen was present, the reaction 

immediately ceased. The results from these two different systems gold 

nanoparticles as well as np-Au have suggested that water is capable to stabilize 

the catalyst for CO oxidation at near-ambient temperatures. Moreover, recent 

studies have emerged confirming that water enhances CO oxidation on gold 

single crystals37,38. 

The initial experiments on single crystalline surfaces, namely well 

annealed and sputtered Au(111) surfaces, have demonstrated that 

investigations on model surfaces are able to provide mechanistic  insights to 

understand the catalytic properties of the np-Au39,40. While these studies have 

provided important insights, they also lack important ingredients of the catalytic 

system. To this end it is important to recall that the experiments on model 

systems described thus far rely on Au surfaces pre-covered with activated 

oxygen species. This strategy hampers the determination of reaction kinetics as 

all experiments are transient in nature. Furthermore, the model systems used 
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so far were mostly low index surfaces of Au, which lacks important properties of 

np-Au namely the high density of step sites present in ligaments of the 

structure. 

Within this thesis a project will be described, which tries to address some 

of the open questions not being tackled by model studies up until now. In 

particular, an ultrahigh vacuum chamber was setup, which combines molecular 

beam techniques and in situ infrared spectroscopy. This apparatus has been 

specifically designed to study the reaction kinetics on single crystal surfaces in 

a well-defined manner and combine the information on the reaction kinetics with 

spectroscopy information on the surface species present during the reaction. 

This strategy was shown to be capable to accomplish these goals41,42. 

In this dissertation, Au(332) surface is investigated and serves as a model 

surface to elucidate the role of low-coordinated sites present at the steps and 

kinks of np-Au. The atomic arrangement of the 332 face of Au is discussed in 

detailed in Chapter 5. With respect to elucidate the steady state reactivity of the 

system the molecular beam apparatus was extended with a thermal oxygen 

cracker, which is an effusive source with a well-defined flux of oxygen atoms for 

a given set of experimental conditions namely the oxygen flux and the 

temperature of the Ir tube. 

The present thesis is organised as follows: Chapter 2 provides an 

overview over dynamic and kinetic processes, which may take place on catalyst 

surface as well as the principles of the techniques employed in this work. 

Chapter 3 describes the molecular beam apparatus, which has been set up 

during this thesis and was used to acquire the data presented in the subsequent 

chapters. Chapter 4 describe experimental details in particular the alignment 

and characterization of the effusive sources as well as an initial calibration of 

the atomic oxygen source using Auger spectroscopy. The preparation and 

characterization of the Au(332) surface is described in Chapter 5. The results 

concerning the adsorption of 13CO on the bare and O pre-covered Au(332) 

surface obtained by IR spectroscopy will be presented in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 

discusses isothermal molecular beam experiments of CO oxidation using 

atomic oxygen on Au(332) surface. Apart from the time-evolution of gas phase 

products monitored by time-resolved mass spectrometry the chapter also 
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discussed the nature of surface species present during the reaction as 

characterized by IRAS. Finally, a systematic study of the influence of water on 

CO oxidation over the Au(332) surface is presented in Chapter 8. 
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2 Theoretical Background 

 

2.1 Dynamics and Kinetics Processes at Surfaces 

 

A comprehensive understanding of chemical reactions and energy transfer 

at gas–solid interface requires an atomistic insight into the kinetics and the 

dynamics of the underlying surface processes. This is an intricate task as most 

reactions involve several elementary reaction steps which result in a complex 

reaction network. The detailed nature of the latter determines the activity and 

selectivity of the surface as well as the observed apparent kinetics. 

To gain atomistic understanding of a catalytic reaction, it is important to 

obtain information on the elementary steps as shown schematically in Figure 

2.1. In a simplifying model proposed by Kisliuk and others in the mid of the last 

century, a gas phase molecule or atom approaching a surface will collide with 

the surface43. The result of the collision depends on the dynamics of momentum 

and energy transfer with the surface. If these processes are slow, the molecule 

will be scattered back into the vacuum. 

 

 

Figure 2.1:  Schematic representation of basic processes in gas–surface 

interactions. 

 

Alternatively, impinging moieties can become trapped on the surface in a 

so-called precursor state. Upon additional loss of energy and momentum, the 
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species will be adsorbed on the surface or alternatively desorb back into the 

gas phase. While being in the precursor state, the molecules can diffuse across 

the surface and may react with another species present on the surface. In the 

following, the different processes involved in such a simplified scheme will be 

described in more detail: 

 

Scattering – Molecules or atoms may be scattered off the surface after 

collision. Two situations called elastic and inelastic scattering should be 

discriminated. In case energy and momentum of the molecule or atom are 

conserved, the process is called elastic, whereas both quantities are typically 

altered for inelastically scattered molecules44. 

 

Chemisorption and Physisorption– In principle there is not a sharp distinction 

between the two cases. Both describe the adsorption of a species on the 

surface and are distinguished by the strength of the interaction. The term 

physisorption is used to describe a weak interaction between adsorbate and 

surface e.g. via van der Waals attractions. The adsorption of a noble gas on a 

metal surface with typical binding energies between about 2 kJ mol-1 for H2 on 

W(111)45 and 29 kJ mol-1 for Xe on Ru(1010) may serve as typical examples for 

physisorption46. Please note that van der Waals interaction is always present 

and is always attractive. While the individual contribution may be small the 

overall effect may lead to sizeable adsorption energies as e.g. observed for long 

chain alkenes. Even though, their adsorption energy can be in the range 

typically associated with chemisorption (see below) the interaction is 

predominately of dispersive nature. On the other hand, the term chemisorption 

is used to indicate a strong interaction between the adsorbate and the surface. 

Typical binding energies are found ≥ 100 kJ mol-1, e.g. the binding energy of an 

oxygen atom on Au is about 220 kJ mol-1 47. The strong interaction is often 

associated with the formation of a chemical bond between the adsorbate and 

the surface. While it is rather save to assume the formation of a bond in case of 

strong interaction between surface and adsorbate, the latter might still hold for 

weakly bonded systems as well. To this end it has e.g. been shown that 

significant hybridization of molecular orbitals have been observed for water on 

graphene, which is, however, only weakly bound48. The latter effect is found in 
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case repulsive interactions contribute significantly to the overall binding of the 

adsorbate. 

 

Trapping – This term describes the adsorption of a molecule into a surface 

potential well49,50. In doing so, the trapped molecule must lose momentum 

perpendicular to the surface. Hence, the trapping probability is determined by 

the efficiency of energy transfer processes, which involves the kinetic but also 

the rotational and vibrational energy of the molecules. The dynamics of this 

dissipation process depends on the coupling of the incoming atom or molecule 

to the bath of low energy loss channels such as phonons or electron hole 

pairs51. 

 

Precursor state – For a description of the adsorption process the concept of a 

precursor state has been developed. The precursor state is thought to be the 

state into which an atom or molecule is trapped in case it has lost sufficient 

energy upon collision with the surface. Within the precursor state molecules are 

only weakly bound and typically exhibit low diffusion barriers. Hence, they are 

mobile on the surface and may either find an adsorption site, react with another 

adsorbate or desorb back into the vacuum. Due to the low barriers for the 

various processes the lifetime of a precursor state is short (microsecond 

rage)52. The surface potential is usually affected by the presence of adsorbates, 

hence, is the precursor state. To distinguish between the two situations one 

may distinguish between a so-called intrinsic state, associated with the clean 

surface, and an extrinsic state, being modified by the presence of 

adsorbates43,53. This scenario is illustrated in Figure 2.2. 

 

Sticking – The sticking probability S is the fraction between the gas molecules 

residing on the surface for a long time and those impinging on the surface. The 

sticking probability is generally a function of surface coverage (Θ). Within the 

terminology introduced above an atom or molecule is considered to stick to a 

surface in case it has successfully transferred its energy to the surface and 

adopt a long-lived adsorption site. 
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Figure 2.2:  Schematic representation of the possible kinetic processes occurring at 

a metal surface (blue spheres) as a function of the distance z perpendicular to the 

surface. Direct processes are indicated by the probabilities pch for chemisorption and pd 

for desorption. In addition to that, precursor, migration, and adsorption are considered 

by their respective probabilities: p’d desorption from extrinsic state, pd desorption from 

the intrinsic state, and pm (p’m) for migration in the intrinsic and extrinsic state, 

respectively. In the left side the potential energy pertinent to these processes. 

 

Diffusion and desorption – In case the barriers for lateral motion or desorption 

into the vacuum can be overcome at an appreciable rate, the dynamics of the 

atoms or molecules can no longer be described by vibrations (see below). In the 

simplest approximation, the lateral mobility can be described as an isotropic 2-

dimensional lateral diffusion, which can be thought of as a thermally activated 

hopping between adsorption sites being separated by potential barriers. In case 

the diffusion is laterally isotropic it can be described by a simple Brownian 

diffusion model, in which the square root of the mean square distance is given 

by 

〈𝑟2〉1/2 = √4𝐷𝑡 1 

 

where D is the isotropic self-diffusion coefficient. If describing diffusion as a 

thermally activated hopping process in a uniform potential, the diffusion 

coefficient can be described in a simple Arrhenius model using a pre-

exponential factor 𝐷0 and activation energy for diffusion 𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓: 

𝐷 = 𝐷0𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓

𝑘𝑇
) 

 

2 
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The description of desorption follows the same Arrhenius model for the 

probability to overcome the barrier for desorption characterized by an activation 

energy 𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑡
𝑑𝑒𝑠. A quantitative description of the desorption kinetics requires a 

proper rate equation, which has to take into account the dependence of the rate 

on the activation energy as well as the surface coverage (Θ). A possible 

solution is the so-called Polayni-Wigner equation, which describes the rate of 

desorption as  

𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑠 = −
𝜕𝛩

𝜕𝑡
= 𝛩𝑛𝑘0

𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑥𝑝(−
𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑡

𝑑𝑒𝑠

𝑘𝐵𝑇
) 

 

3 

 

where n is the order of the reaction, 𝑘0
𝑑𝑒𝑠 is the pre-exponential factor, T is the 

surface temperature and 𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑡
𝑑𝑒𝑠 is the activation energy for desorption. 

 

2.2 Surface Reactions 

 

Surface reactions are typically classified into two generic types, the so-

called Langmuir–Hinshelwood (LH) or Eley–Rideal (ER) reactions. The LH 

mechanism assumes a reaction between two adsorbates, e.g. A and B or 

between an adsorbed species and a vacant site which is to say that both 

reactants are equilibrated with the surface. On the other hand, the ER 

mechanism describes the direct interaction of a gas–phase species with an 

adsorbate species to form a product which either remain adsorbed or desorb 

into the gas phase. Figure 2.3 shows schematics of both types of bimolecular 

reactions on surfaces. 

In UHV most of surface reactions follow a LH mechanism. Initially, the 

species A and B adsorb, then the adsorbed A and B react to the product AB 

through an adsorbed transition state complex A–B. Finally, the resulting product 

AB may desorb from the surface. In a simple Arrhenius picture the rate of the 

elementary reaction is dependent on the surface coverages of both species Θ𝐴 

and Θ𝐵 and the activation energy 𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑡 and can be written as: 
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𝑑Θ𝐴𝐵

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘0𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

𝐸𝑎𝑐𝑡

𝑘𝐵𝑇
)Θ𝐴Θ𝐵 

 

4 

 

where 𝑘0 is the so-called pre-exponential factor. 

 

 
Figure 2.3:  Schematic illustration of the LH and ER reaction mechanism. 

 

2.3 Molecular Beams 

 

Molecular beam (MB) techniques are well-established experimental 

strategies, which may allow controlling the flux, the direction as well as the 

energy of molecules in a well-defined manner. In contrast with flow reactor 

studies, the MB approach allows to design the experiment such that each 

molecule hits the sample surface only once. Thus, a molecule impinging on the 

surface can either be scattered back into the gas phase or be adsorbed and 

subsequently may react with other molecules. In case reactions on planar 

surfaces are studied under the condition of single collision, it is possible to 

formulate the following conditions: 

(i) Determination of absolute reaction probabilities is possible due to 

the single molecule–surface interaction. 

(ii) The low background pressure resulting from the directional 

molecular beam, allows a detection of the scattered and desorbing 

molecules and the desorbing reaction products.  
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(iii) Fast/flexible beam flux modulation and the lack of transport 

limitations allow for an evaluation of steady–state and transient 

kinetics. 

(iv) Collision–free detection of scattered and desorbing molecules 

allows to measure angular distributions and internal excitation 

states of molecules upon collision with a surface without 

disturbances. 

Several reviews are available, which describe various aspects of 

molecular beams to study the dynamics of atoms or molecules as well as 

reaction kinetics (e.g.41,42,51,54,55). The following sections will be restricted to 

some aspects being of particular importance for the forthcoming discussion 

namely, the generation and properties of effusive molecular beams and their 

use in catalysis. 

Two classes of molecular beam sources can be distinguished: effusive 

and supersonic beams. The two can be differentiated by the expansion 

conditions and are classified by the Knudsen number 𝐾𝑛, which is the ratio of 

the mean free path 𝜆 of the gas in the source to the source orifice diameter 

𝑑(𝐾𝑛 = 𝜆 𝑑⁄ ).Under conditions of molecular flow,𝐾𝑛 ≫ 1 characterizing an 

effusive beam whereas, 𝐾𝑛 ≪ 1 results in a supersonic expansion in case the 

pressure on the low-pressure side of the source is sufficiently low1. In the 

apparatus used in this thesis, only effusive sources are used. Therefore, the 

following description will be limited to these beams. 

 

2.3.1 Effusive Beams 

 

Low energy or effusive beams operate at large Knudsen numbers (𝐾𝑛 ≫

1). The molecules are in thermal equilibrium with the apparatus, hence, the 

velocity distribution of molecules follows a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution and 

all degrees of freedom are characterized by the source temperature Tsource. 

A thin-walled orifice is the simplest design of an effusive source, see 

Figure 2.4A. Molecules that leave the thin-walled small orifice are distributed 

according to a cosine law49,55. In order to ensure the single scattering condition 
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described above, the effusive beams should provide a constant pressure of 

molecules over the entire surface area and should minimize the number of 

molecules entering the UHV apparatus but not hitting the surface. To this end, it 

has been found that using tubes with a large aspect ratio of length (𝐿) over 

radius (𝑟) instead of a thin-walled orifice result in a forward focussing of the 

effusive gas beam1.  

The collimation is described in terms of a so-called peaking factor 𝜅, which 

is defined as the ratio of the total centreline flux 𝐼(0) relative to the centreline 

intensity of a cosine distribution at total flux �̇�. At low pressure, the peaking 

factor can be approximated as1 

 

𝜅 =
𝜋

�̇�
𝐼(0) =

3𝐿

8𝑟
 

 

5 

 

The typical value of the peaking factor for a single cylindrical channel is 

approximately 15, corresponding to a 𝐿 𝑟⁄  ratio of about 40. With respect to the 

design of the effusive beams two aspects need to be considered: First, one’s 

commitment to fulfil a high Knudsen number. Secondly, the flux impinging on 

the surface should be as high as possible while the single scattering conditions 

are preserved i.e. one needs a high peaking factor. From an experimental point 

of view, it is also important to control the pressure on the source side of the 

channel and make sure that the gas flowing through the channel is clean. In 

particular, the latter is much easier to fulfil in case of higher pressures (typically 

p>10-3 mbar) on the source side. Typically, effusive beams operate with 

pressures between 10-3 and a few mbar, which in turn requires narrow channels 

(< 100 m) to be able to fulfil the single scattering conditions. The homogeneity 

of the flux profile can be increased further if not a single channel but an array of 

channels is used. To this end, glass capillary arrays (GCA) with a small 

diameter of the individual channel can be used. The main advantages of using a 

GCA in effusive beams are: (i) relatively high pressure on the source, (ii) 

improved homogeneity of the flux as compared to a single channel, (iii) a low 

consumption of gas due to the improved directionality of the beam (compared to 

a single channel) and therefore also a reduction in required pumping speed. A 
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schematic illustration of the focusing effect of a GCA and the corresponding 

angular distribution as a function of the length and radius ratio of the channels is 

displayed in Figure 2.4B. 

 

 
Figure 2.4:  Schematic representation of the different types of effusive source (A) 

thin-walled orifice and (B) glass-capillary array (GCA). (C) calculated angular 

distributions for the gas flux through a GCA adapted1,2. 

 

2.3.2 Effusive Beam Generation 

 

The setup of an effusive MB is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.5. A 

glass capillary array is used as the effusive structure. The flux of molecules is 

further shaped by two apertures separating two pumping stages, which help to 

separate the part of the beam directed onto the sample from the rest 

contributing to the background. The beam can be modulated by a motor driven 

shutter, which permits to obtain the desired temporal structure of the incoming 

beam. 
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Figure 2.5:  Schematic illustration of an effusive molecular beam source with GCA. 

 

2.4 Infrared Spectroscopy 

 

Infrared spectroscopy is a common technique in catalysis to characterize 

adsorbed molecules on solid surfaces56,57.In particular, IR radiation excites 

vibrational modes of adsorbed molecules, which can be used to gain insight into 

the chemical nature, the bonding or the chemical environment of the species. 

Several experimental geometries are used depending on the sample to be 

investigated58. On metal surfaces IR spectroscopy is typically done in grazing 

incidence reflection geometry called infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy 

(IRAS). 

 

2.4.1 Molecular Vibrations 

 

The IR spectrum results from transitions between quantized vibrational 

states. For a typical IR spectrometer, the interaction of the radiation with the 

vibrational modes can be described within the dipole approximation. For low 

intensity radiation absorption can be described within time-dependent 

perturbation theory using the electric dipole Hamiltonian as the perturbation 

operator: 
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𝐻(1)(𝑡) =  −µ⃗ ∙ �⃗�             µ = µ0 + ∑(𝜕µ 𝜕𝑄𝑘⁄ )0𝑄𝑘

𝑘
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where µ is the electric dipole operator and E the electric field of the radiation. 

Within the perturbative treatment the intensity of the absorption is proportional 

to the square of the matrix elements between the two vibrational states and the 

dipole moment. The latter is the expectation value of the dipole operator over 

the wave function describing the electronic state of the molecule. The 

evaluation of the matrix element is intricate as the dipole moment is a function 

of the vibrational state. This can be taken into account by expanding the dipole 

moment into a Taylor series around the equilibrium geometry. This expansion 

has to be done with respect to all normal coordinates 𝑄𝑘 (3N-6 for non-linear 

molecules) of the molecules as indicated above. Truncating the Taylor series 

after the first order term and using the fact that any two eigenvalues of a normal 

mode are orthogonal, the transition matrix element can be written as,  

⟨𝜓(𝜈)𝑘
′ |µ|𝜓(𝜈)𝑘⟩ =  (

𝜕µ⃗ 

𝜕𝑄𝑘
)

0

⟨𝜓(𝜈)𝑘
′ |𝑄𝑘|𝜓(𝜈)𝑘⟩ 

 

7 

 

where 𝜓(𝜈)𝑘 and 𝜓(𝜈)𝑘
′  are vibrational eigenfunctions of a normal mode k in the 

initial and final states, respectively59. The term (𝜕µ⃗ 𝜕𝑄𝑘⁄ )0is the so-called 

dynamic dipole moment. Thus, an infrared mode is IR active if the dynamic 

dipole moment is nonzero. Furthermore, a non-vanishing matrix element on the 

right-hand side of Equation 7 is found if Δ𝜈 =  ±1. 

 

2.4.1 Fourier Transform Spectrometry 

 

Nowadays, modern infrared instruments are Fourier transform 

spectrometers. In dispersive spectrometers, the frequency decomposition of the 

polychromatic light is obtained using gratings or prisms. Thus, spectra are taken 

by a serial scanning of different wavelengths. Instead, Fourier transform IR 

spectrometers utilize a Michelson interferometer to encode the spectral 
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information of a white light source in terms of an interference pattern3,60. A 

Michelson interferometer is shown schematically in Figure 2.6. 

 

Figure 2.6:  The schematic diagram of a Michelson interferometer. 

 

The operation principal of a Michelson interferometer is to divide the beam 

in two paths using a beam splitter. One beam moves towards a fixed mirror M1, 

while the reflected part travels to a moving mirror M2. The two reflected beams 

interfere at the beam splitter and the reflected (M1) and transmitted (M2) part of 

the beam will be directed to the sample and later be focussed onto the detector. 

The signal intensity 𝐼(𝑥) at the detector is measured as a function of the 

position𝑥 of mirror 2, which results in the so-called interferogram (see Figure 

2.7A). It is readily clear that the highest intensity is found for zero path 

difference between both mirrors, because all frequencies will interfere 

constructively. It can be shown that the observed interferogram 𝐼(𝑥) can be 

converted into a spectrum 𝑆(�̃�) by means of a Fourier transformation resulting 

in the so-called single channel spectrum (see Figure 2.7B). The Fourier 

transformation transforms the path difference, which is a length, into a 

reciprocal length also known as wavenumber �̃� (𝜈 =  𝜆−1): 

𝑆(𝜈) =
1

2𝜋
∫ 𝐼(𝑥) exp(−2𝜋𝑖𝜈𝑥)𝑑𝑥

∞

−∞

 

 

8 
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Unfortunately, the single channel spectrum includes the characteristics of 

the spectrometer (intensity profile of the source, the frequency dependence of 

the sensitivity of the detector, absorption on various optical elements etc.) and 

presumably the signal of interest. In order to eliminate the contributions from the 

spectrometer, two spectra are taken: First a so-called background spectrum is 

acquired, which is taken for the sample without the species whose spectrum is 

to be measured and subsequently an acquired spectrum of the sample with the 

substance of interest. After proper subtraction of the background from the 

sample spectrum one arrives at the spectrum of the substance only, which is 

typically displayed as a transmittance spectrum as displayed in Figure 2.7C. 

 
Figure 2.7:  Fourier transformation path of a IR spectrum: (A) interferogram, (B) 

single channel spectrum after FT of (A) and (C) transmission spectrum obtained by 

proper subtraction of the single channel spectra with and without the substance of 

interest, adapted from3. 

 

2.4.2 Reflection Absorption Infrared Spectroscopy on Metal 

Surfaces 

 

Infrared reflection–absorption spectroscopy (IRAS) is widely used in 

surface science to study the absorption of molecules on metallic surfaces. The 

infrared (IR) beam is reflected under grazing incidence from a flat reflective 

surface to optimize sensitivity. The reflection condition is determined by Fresnel 

equations. A quantitative evaluation of this process can be found 
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elsewhere61.The reflection of electromagnetic radiation at a metal surface 

depends on the polarization of the radiation. Qualitatively, the electric field 

component of the incoming IR radiation can be described as an electric dipole, 

which induces an image dipole in the metal. The orientation of the image dipole 

depends on the polarization of the radiation. For the s-polarized light, for which 

the electric field is parallel to the surface, the two dipoles cancel out while the 

component of the electric field normal to the surface is enhanced by the image 

dipole (see Figure 2.8). In turn, vibrations with a transition moment oriented 

parallel to the surface cannot be excited on metal surface, which is known as 

the metal surface selection rule. 

 

Figure 2.8:  (A) A perpendicular dipole leads to an increase response to the 

excitation and (B) the dynamic dipole of the radiation parallel to the surface is 

cancelled by the image dipole and no exciting electric field remains. 

 

Molecules adsorbed on the metal surfaces exhibit frequency shifts with 

respect to the gas phase due to interactions between adsorbate and the metal 

as well as inter-adsorbate interactions. Different effects influencing the 

vibrational frequencies are usually considered, which will be described briefly 

using carbon monoxide as prototype example, which has been investigated in 

great detail over the last decades. 

 

(A) Adsorbate-metal interactions 

 

Mechanical renormalization – Attaching a molecule to a surface of much 

higher mass will influence the vibrational frequencies of the adsorbed molecules 
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depending on the details of the adsorption geometry and the vibrational mode 

under consideration. For diatomic molecules adsorbed perpendicular to a 

surface the mechanical renormalization is expected to lead to a blue shift. For 

adsorbed CO molecules a shift of about 50 cm-1with respect to the gas phase 

C–O stretch is expected62. 

 

Chemical shifts – The bonding of molecules to surfaces will change their 

vibrational properties. It will depend on the details of the adsorption such as 

coordination number of the adsorption site. For CO molecules, the Blyholder 

model established to describe metal carbonyl complexes, can be used to gain a 

qualitative understanding of the adsorption properties63,64. This model assumes 

two contributions to the chemical bond between CO and a metal surface. On 

the one hand, the 5 orbital of the molecule overlaps with unoccupied states of 

the metal, which is called  donation. On the other hand, occupied d-bands of 

the metal overlap with the unoccupied 2* orbitals of CO, which is known as 

back-donation. While the interaction of the metal with the 5 orbital, which is 

of non-bonding character, does not change the stretching frequency of the 

molecule much, transfer of electrons into the 2* orbital will weaken the C–O 

bond and hence reduce the vibrational frequency of the CO stretch (see Figure 

2.9). 

 

Figure 2.9:  Schematic representation of the binding of a CO molecule on a metal 

surface including the contribution of  donation and  back-donation. 
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Dipole self–image shifts – The interaction of an adsorbed dipole with its own 

image dipole in the metal surface leads to a decrease of the vibration frequency 

for a CO molecule adsorbed perpendicular to the surface. The effect has been 

described theoretically by Mahan and Lucas65 and by Scheffler66 taking the 

distance 𝑑 between an adsorbate and its own image into account (see Figure 

2.10). They found out that the calculated shifts depend sensitively on the dipole 

image distance, a quantity which cannot be determined precisely. Moreover, the 

position of the image plane in the metal is uncertain due to tailing of the metal 

electron density into the vacuum. However, this model has been proven 

valuable in giving a semi-quantitative description of experimentally observed 

image-induced frequency shifts.  

 

Figure 2.10:  Induction of image dipoles by real dipoles above a metal surface. 

 

(B) Lateral interactions 

 

In addition to the effects on the vibrational frequencies of individual 

molecules adsorbed on metal surfaces, the IR response is strongly altered by 

inter-adsorbate interactions within the adsorbed layer, which will be described in 

detail below: 

 

Dipole-dipole coupling – Dipolar coupling of vibrational modes within an 

adsorbate layer can originate from interactions through space between 

neighbouring dipoles66. The interaction is strongly coverage dependent and was 
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shown to result in a blue shift of the observed frequency with respect to the 

singleton frequency of the individual molecule. It is important to note that the 

coupling of two or more oscillators will result in the equivalent amount of 

vibrations. For coupled molecules with identical frequencies the in-phase 

vibration, which has the highest stretching frequency, is the only one with an 

appreciable intensity67. 

 

Chemical shift - Apart from the chemical interaction of a single molecule with 

the metal surface discussed above there is also an influence on the binding 

properties of a molecule on an adjacent adsorption site. The corresponding 

effect is usually called chemical shift in literature 30. The direction of the 

chemical shift differs from system to system. For coinage metals (Cu and Au) a 

negative chemical shift was observed, which explains the monotonous red-shift 

with increasing coverage observed for different single crystal surfaces of Cu 

and Au69,70.  

In order to experimentally discriminate the two phenomena, it is possible 

to use isotopic mixtures of adsorbates (e.g. 12CO and 13CO) as the dipolar 

coupling depends strongly on the frequency difference between the species 

This effect is observed in the coverage dependence IRAS experiment for 13CO 

on Au(332) and it will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

 

(C) Redistribution of intensity – The frequency of a band in the vibrational 

spectrum of an adlayer often varies with coverage. In the low coverage limit the 

intensity of an infrared absorption band is proportional to coverage, i.e. the total 

change of the dynamic dipole moment: 

 

𝐼 ∝ (
𝜕µ⃗ 

𝜕𝑄𝑘
)

2

 

 
9 

 

Moreover, the value of the dynamic dipole is subjected to the impact of 

changes in chemical bonding between the surface and the adsorbed molecule, 

and several different contributions to this chemical shift as described above. If 

the adsorbate layer consists of isotopically identical molecules, the total dipolar 
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coupling results not only in different eigenmodes of the coupled system, but 

also in a redistribution of their intensity. For identical isotopomers it was already 

mentioned above that the highest energy vibration (total symmetric combination 

mode) is the only mode with a sizable intensity. The effect of the coupling on 

the frequency shift drops with the inverse of the difference between the square 

of the frequencies. While the effect on the frequency drops rather fast, there 

might still be a sizable intensity transfer from the low frequency species towards 

the high frequency one. This intensity borrowing can significantly obscure 

interpretation of the spectra.  

 

2.5 Mass Spectrometry 

 

Mass spectrometers are analytic tools to separate ions by their mass to 

charge (m/z) ratios. The corresponding spectra show the intensity of ions as a 

function of their m/z ratio. Many different types of mass spectrometers have 

been designed, which can be classified by their main functional elements: the 

source used to generate ions; the analyser used to separate them according 

to their m/z ratio, and the detector used to determine the amount of the ions 

leaving the analyser71–73. Each functional element mentioned above is 

described in the following. 

 

2.5.1 Ion Source 

 

Depending on the nature of the sample different methods for ion 

production are used. The simplest and still widely used ionisation method is 

electron impact. This method is based on a collision between neutral molecules 

and electrons, e.g. emitted from a hot filament. At electron energies above the 

first ionization potential of the target molecule, ionization occurs according to 

the following reaction: 

 

𝑀 + 𝑒− → 𝑀+∙ + 2𝑒− 10 
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The likelihood of subsequent fragmentation reactions depends strongly on 

the amount of energy deposited in the molecules upon electron impact. In 

general, electrons close to the first ionization potential of the molecules will 

induce little fragmentation, while the fragmentation probability increases with 

higher electron energies. However, ionization cross sections depend also 

critically on the electron energy, hence, the ionization energy is a critical 

parameter, which determines the sensitivity of the experiment. A typical electron 

energy used in many quadrupole mass spectrometers employed as residual 

gas analysers is 70 eV. However, the value might be changed if aiming at an 

optimal sensitivity for a certain molecular ion as the ionization cross section and 

the fragmentation probability are functions of the electron energy. 

 

2.5.2 Mass Analyzer 

 

The central idea of a mass spectrometer is to measure the mass-charge 

ratios of ions, thus providing means to identify them. With this in mind, the mass 

analyzer is responsible to separate the ions according to their m/z ratios. Many 

different types of mass analyzer can be chosen, employing e.g. magnetic, 

electrostatic fields, or quadrupole mass filters. As the mass spectrometer used 

in this setup is based on a quadrupole filter its principal function will be 

presented in the following.  

As shown in Figure 2.11, a quadrupole analyzer consists of four long 

parallel cylinders. A potential field () is established by applying a combined DC 

(U) and RF (V0cost) voltages to these rods. By choosing an appropriate 

DC/RF ratio, ions of the desired m/z ratio will pass through the quadrupole and 

subsequently detected, while unwanted m/z will be deflected away from the 

central axis of the rod bundle.  

The main advantages to use a quadrupole mass analyzer are: (1) a high 

transmission, (2) low ion acceleration voltages, (3) capability to tolerate 

relatively high pressures (up to 10-4 mbar), and (4) the opportunity for fast 

scanning by simply sweeping electric potentials74. 
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Figure 2.11:  Schematic of a linear quadrupole mass analyzer. 

 

It shall be noted that the sensitivity of the analyzer can be increased by 

adding two shorter quadrupole sections at the beginning and the end of the 

analyzer, which help to increase the number of ions entering the analyzer on an 

appropriate path and help to focus those leaving the analyzer to enter the 

detector. Such a design is known as a triple-filter configuration and is realized in 

the mass spectrometer used in this setup. 

 

2.5.3 Detector 

 

Instead of the ions, electrons are typically detected in mass spectrometers 

using electron multipliers (EM). Two types of EM can be distinguished: a 

discrete dynode type and continuous. Both types of device utilized the 

phenomenon of secondary electron emission, as depicted in Figure 2.12. 

 

 
Figure 2.12: Schematic illustration of an electron multiplier. 
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The ions impinging on the first electrode (conversion dynode) create 

secondary electrons, which are further amplified by accelerating them onto 

electron multiplying surfaces downstream the primary electrode. The latter is 

either accomplished by a set of discrete dynodes as illustrated in Figure 2.12 or 

a continuous electron multiplier. The mass spectrometer used in this setup 

employs the latter. 
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3. Setup of the Molecular Beam Apparatus 

 

This chapter describes the molecular beam (MB) apparatus, which has 

been set up within this thesis and has been used to acquire the data presented 

in the subsequent chapters. Figure 3.1 shows a photograph of the MB 

apparatus, which is divided into a preparation chamber (top A) and scattering 

chamber (bottom B) being separated by a gate valve (DN100CF, VAT). 

 

 
Figure 3.1:  The molecular beam apparatus. (A) Sample preparation chamber and 

(B) scattering chamber. 

 

A layout of the vacuum system including the gas supply system is 

schematically shown in Figure 3.2. The ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) required for 

the experiments is produced by means of turbomolecular pumps, which are in 

turn pumped by two-stage rotary pumps (DUO 5 M, Pfeiffer). The same holds 

for the molecular beams. The pressure in the two UHV chambers is measured 
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by Bayard Alpert gauges (350, Granville-Phillips). The typical base pressure of 

the preparation chamber is 4•10-11mbar (lower limit of the gauge), while the 

base pressure in the scattering chamber is 1•10-10mbar. Wide range gauges 

(PTR90, Oerlikon-Leybold) are used to monitor the pressure in the two pumping 

stages of the molecular beams as well as in the detector chamber of the IR 

spectrometer. The latter is pumped by a stack of a turbomolecular pump (TMP 

50, Oerlikon-Leybold) and a rotary pump (DUO 5 M, Pfeiffer). The vacuum of 

the rotary pumps is measured using Pirani gauges (TTR91, Oerlikon-Leybold). 

The pressures of all gauges as well as the various electro-pneumatic valves are 

controlled by home written Labview software. 

In case of a power failure, the electromagnetic valves, separating the pre-

vacuum line (rotary vane pumps) and the turbomolecular pumps are closed, 

which secures the vacuum system from oil contamination. In this case, the 

ultrahigh vacuum side is vented through flooding valves attached to the 

turbomolecular pumps mounted on both the preparation as well as the 

scattering chamber. 

In the next sections, a detailed description of the various components 

mounted on both chambers will be given. 
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Figure 3.2:  Schematic of the vacuum, pumping and gas inlet system for the molecular beam apparatus. 
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3.1 Sample Preparation Chamber 

 

The preparation chamber is pumped by a turbomolecular pump (400 L, 

Oerlikon-Leybold) and equipped with standard surface characterization and 

preparation tools: (a) sputter gun for cleaning the sample, (b) electron beam 

evaporator and quartz-micro balance for deposition of metals and calibration of 

their amount, (c) low–energy electron diffraction (LEED) and (d) Auger electron 

spectrometerfor the characterization of the long-range order and the chemical 

composition, respectively. The sample is mounted on a long travel manipulator 

of 600 mm (HPLTC 60, Vacuum Generators) with a differentially pumped rotary 

feedthrough to rotate the sample around the long axis of the manipulator. 

 

(A) Sputter gun 

 

The sputter gun is used for sample cleaning. In this apparatus, a sputter 

gun (IQE 11/35, Specs) is used, which produces a homogeneous ion beam 

over the entire sample area. The sputter gun is connected to the high-pressure 

argon cylinder and gas is introduced into the chamber by means of an all-metal 

leaking valve. Experimental details will be presented in Chapter 5. 

 

(B) Electron beam evaporator and quartz crystal microbalance 

 

A commercial electron beam evaporator from Omicron (Focus, EFM3) is 

used. The evaporator operates at electron beam energies up to 1000 eV, 

filament currents of 1.6–2.2 A and generates a beam of metal atoms by 

bombarding a metal wire or a crucible with electrons. In case of Ag evaporated 

onto the Au samples for some of the experiments, Ag metal was loaded into a 

Mo-crucible. The electron beam heating produces a certain fraction of metal 

ions, which are acceleratedaway from the source. To avoid sputtering the 

sample with these ions, the latter is put on the same potential as the evaporant. 

The evaporation rate of an evaporant is calibrated by means of a quartz 

crystal microbalance. An AT-cut quartz with a nominal diameter of 14 mm and a 

resonance frequency of about 6MHz is used. The temperature of the crystal is 
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controlled by an external water cooling (Haake FS). The change in resonance 

frequency is measured using an Intellemetrix (IL 150) controller, which allows 

determining changes of the film thickness smaller than1Å depending on the 

density of the evaporated metal. 

 

(C) Low–energy electron diffraction 

 

Figure 3.3 shows the schematic of a single MPC–LEED (Omicron 

SER1206) optics mounted in this apparatus. The LEED optics are controlled by 

two units: a Spectaleed (Omicron Vakuumphysik GmbH) unit controlling all 

necessary voltages except those needed for the channel plate, which is 

provided by an additional controller (CPL 534, Omicron NanoTechnology).  

An electron beam is generated in the electron gun using an Ir/Th filament 

and is incident on the sample. The electrons are then backscattered from the 

sample surface onto a system of grids. The backscattered electrons reach the 

first grid, G1, which is connected to the ground to ensure that electrons leaving 

the sample can travel in a field free space. The electrons are then to pass grid 

G2, which is held at a negative potential to separate the elastically scattered 

from the inelastically scattered electrons. The elastic electrons will pass grid G3, 

which is again grounded, and are accelerated towards the microchannel plate 

(MCP). The MCP acts as an electron amplifier in front of the phosphor screen. 

The electrons leaving the MCP are further accelerated towards the phosphor 

screen, which carries a high positive potential (of about 6 kV) to allow for 

luminescence at the position where electrons impinge on the screen. 

 

 
 
Figure 3.3:  Schematic diagram of microchannel plate LEED optics. 
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(D) Auger Electron Spectrometer 

 

The Auger electron spectrometer (PHI 11–010, Perkin Elmer) is used to 

determine the chemical composition of the surface. AES experiments were 

typically performed with electron primary energy of 1.5 kV and an emission 

current Ie ≈1 mA. The beam diameter of the electrons was found to be about 3 

mm. The electrons are created by an electron gun, which is aligned with the 

center axis of the cylindrical mirror analyser (CMA). The emitted Auger 

electrons are detected by the CMA according to their kinetic energy using a 

lock–in detection scheme. The signal is plotted as the second derivative of the 

pass filtered current, which is proportional to the change of detected electrons, 

resulting from Auger electrons of kinetic energy Ek. 

The analog signal from the lock-in amplifier is fed into an analog-to-digital 

converter to be recorded and stored using a home written LabView program. 

The program also controls the kinetic energy of the electrons by means of a 0-

10 V ramp, which is mapped by the electronics onto the accessible energy 

range of the spectrometer. The spectra are typically taken in the center of the 

crystal, even though test measurements were performed on other spots and did 

not show differences in the spectra. In order to avoid fluctuation on recorded 

spectra due to the voltage applied on the pyrolytic boron nitride heater used for 

temperature control, the measurements were either performed at the lowest 

temperature (around 100 K) or at room temperature. 

 

3.2 Scattering Chamber 

 

The scattering chamber contains molecular beam sources. Besides that, 

the scattering chamber is pumped by a 500 L TMP (TMU 521 P, Pfeiffer) and 

the sample can be transferred from the preparation chamber by the long travel 

manipulator (HPLTC 60, Vacuum Generators). Gas phase products and 

residual gases are detected with a quadrupole mass spectrometer (MAX–

500HT, Extrel). Simultaneously, surface species are detected using a 

commercial infrared spectrometer (Bruker IFS 66v/s) with an MCT detector.  
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3.2.1 Effusive Beam 

 

The scattering chamber contains two effusive sources based on a glass 

capillary array (GCA), which follow a design introduced by the Libuda and co-

workers shown schematically in Figure 3.44. As an effusive source a 1mm thick 

glass capillary array with 25m wide channels (diameter of 14 mm) (Collimated 

Holes, Inc.) is used, which is sealed by Teflon gaskets against the primary 

pumping stage (S1). The CGA is mounted in line of a 12 mm aperture, which 

serves as the entrance to the second pumping stage (S2). The housing of the 

primary pumping stage (S1) to which the CGA is mounted is connected to the 

chamber wall by a bellow, which allows to move this part by means of two 

orthogonally arranged linear motion feedthroughs. The latter are necessary to 

allow for a proper alignment of the primary with the secondary, spatially fixed 

aperture (Figure 3.4). The latter limits the secondary pumping stage (S2). A 

UHV compatible stepper motor (VSS 32.200, MCC2 control electronics, 

Phytron) is mounted in the secondary pumping stage of the beam to operate a 

shutter used for its temporal modulation. Typical opening times of the shutter 

between 50 and 100 ms can be achieved. The two pumping stages, S1 and S2, 

are each pumped with a 400 L TMP (Oerlicon-Leybold). The pressure 

measurements for the two pumping stages are carried out by means of two cold 

cathodes (PTR 90, Oerlikon-Leybold), which allow to measure the pressure in a 

range between 5•10-9 mbar and 1000 mbar. 
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Figure 3.4:  Schematic cross sectional drawing of the effusive molecular beam 

source as adapted from Ref. 4. 

 

A temporally stable flux of educts requires a stable pressure on the high-

pressure side of the GCA. The schematics of the gas lines used to supply the 

molecular beams are shown in Figure 3.5. Each molecular beam is connected 

to a dedicated gas manifold, which can be evacuated by means of a rotary 

pump. A gas reservoir, whose pressure is measured by capacitance 

monometers (MKS Baratron 626B, pressure range of 10-4 to 1 mbar) is fed by a 

regulated flow control valves (MKS 248A). APID controller (Type 250, MKS) is 

used to stabilize the pressure in the gas reservoir by operating the flow control 

valves. The gas reservoir as well as the high-pressure side of the GCA are 

pumped using a turbo molecular pump (Turbovac TMP 50, Oerlikon-Leybold). 
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Figure 3.5: Gas inlet system of the effusive beams. 

 

Except for the valves on the gas manifold, all other valves, the set points 

of the PID controllers as well as all pressures are monitored and operated by a 

home written Labview program.   

 

3.2.2 Stagnation Flow Monitor 

 

For a characterization of the effusive beams, it is important to determine a 

spatially resolved map of the flux. To this end a so-called stagnation flow 

monitor is used. The monitor consists of a tube (16 mm outer diameter), which 

exhibits a 1 mm wide aperture at the upper end as schematically shown in 

Figure 3.6A. The position of the aperture can be controlled by means of a 

manipulator in the plane where the sample is located. The atoms coming from 

effusive beams impinge on the aperture hole and molecules will flow into the 

tube until the pressure in the tube is equal the local pressure in front of the 

aperture. Hence, a high precision ion gauge (360 Stabil-Ion, Granville-Phillips) 

mounted on a DN40CF flange at the end the stagnation flow monitor allows to 
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determine the local pressure in front of the aperture. Figure 3.6B shows the 

stagnation monitor inside the scattering chamber. 

 

 
Figure 3.6:  (A) Schematic of the stagnation flow monitor and (B) internal part of the 

scattering chamber. 

 

According to kinetic gas theory, the flux of molecules Fat the position of 

the aperture hole can be determined from the pressure p0 in front of the 

aperture using: 

 

𝐹 =
𝑝0

√2𝜋𝑚𝑘𝐵𝑇
 

 
10 

 

Where m is the mass, T the temperature of the gas and kB denotes the 

Boltzmann constant. To ensure a fast equilibrium between the chamber and the 

tube of the stagnation flow monitor argon (Ar) was used to determine the flux 

profiles.  

 

3.2.3 Mass Spectrometer – Gas Phase Detection 

 

Gas-phase fragments of reaction educts and products are detected with a 

quadrupole mass spectrometer (MAX-500HT, Extrel) capable to detect an m/z 

range of 1–500 amu/e. The spectrometer is equipped with an axial ionizer, a 
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quadrupole filter with 19 mm Mo rods, and a pulse counting electron multiplier. 

The spectrometer is mounted out of the line-of-sight of the molecular beams as 

well as the sample, which ensures that both educts as well as products 

desorbing from the sample have to scatter with the chamber walls. The latter 

ensures that the measured intensity is not artificially altered by directional 

scattering effects. 

 

3.2.4 FT-IR Spectrometer 

 

Infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS) measurements are 

performed using a commercial vacuum FT-IR spectrometer (Bruker IFS 66 v/s). 

The evacuated optics allows to record IR spectra free from interferences with 

the gas phase. The setup of the optics uses an external detector chamber as 

indicated in Figure 3.7. The scattering chamber is sealed against the IR 

spectrometer as well as the detector chamber by means of two, Viton-sealed 

KBr windows ( 55 mmx6 mm, Korth Kristalle). The IR spectrometer has been 

aligned such as to reflect the IR beam at the sample surface being positioned in 

the scattering chamber such as to optimize the overlap of the two effusive 

beams. While the IR spectrometer including the mirror chamber responsible for 

the adaptation to the UHV apparatus is operating at fine vacuum (typically 1 

mbar during operation because of gaseous N2 used to lubricate the movable 

mirror in the Michelson interferometer), the detector chamber is pumped by a 

stack of rotary and turbo molecular pump leading to a typical pressure of  

1.0•10-6 mbar during operation. 

The description of the infrared measurement set up is briefly as follows: 

The IR radiation from the SiC glowbar is focused on an aperture wheel of 

various sizes (typically a 1 mm diameter aperture is used) passing through the 

Michelson interferometer with automatic alignment using a helium-neon (HeNe) 

laser. A gold-plated parabolic mirror is used to focus the parallel IR beam from 

the Michelson interferometer onto the sample using a grazing incidence (85°) 

scattering condition. The size of the beam on the sample position is 

approximately 1.2 mm in diameter, which is elongated along the scattering 

direction. The sample is located in one of the focal points of a hyperbolic mirror, 

which focuses the light from the sample onto the liquid nitrogen cooled mercury-
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cadmium-telluride (MCT) detector being located in the other focal point of the 

mirror. Spectra are typically taken with a spectral resolution of 4 cm-1, 256 

scans, 2 as a zero-filling factor. For Fourier transformation a Blackman Harris 3-

term apodization function was used and the spectra were phase corrected by 

means of the power spectrum. 

 

 
Figure 3.7:  A schematic representation of the FT-IRAS assembled on the MB 

apparatus. 

 

3.2.5 Oxygen Cracker 

 

Oxygen atoms are created by means of a commercial thermal oxygen 

cracker (Dr. Eberl MBE-Komponenten GmbH). Atomic oxygen is generated by 

contact of molecular oxygen flowing through a hot Ir tube, which is heated 

radiatively by a surrounding filament up to 1900 °C. The heater unit is shielded 

by tantalum foils and surrounded by a water cooled, Ni-plated copper housing in 

order to minimize a radiative heat transfer into the scattering chamber. Figure 

3.8 shows a sketch of the internal construction of the atomic oxygen source. 
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Figure 3.8:  Illustration of the oxygen cracker cross section. 

 

3.2.6 The Sample Setup 

 

A schematic of the sample setup is shown in Figure 3.9. A Au(332) single 

crystal (Mateck) of 10mm diameter and1.5 mm thickness was used. The single 

crystal had slits on the two opposing sides (0.3 mm wide and 1.5 mm deep), 

which were used to clamp the crystal onto a BN heater (HT–01, Momentive), 

with a nominal heating power of 80 W. The latter is mounted onto a Mo 

structure as indicated in Figure 3.9. The electrical insulation between the BN 

heater and Mo-holder is done by alumina bushings. The BN heater is connected 

at the two opposing sides by Cu wires which are connected to the top of the 

manipulator. The sample is mounted onto the BN heater by means of spring 

loaded Mo-clamps, which are connected to the Mo-holder. As the sample has to 

be electrically decoupled from the ground a sapphire disc is used in between 

the Mo-holder and Cu block of the ℓ-N2 reservoir. The latter is a stainless-steel 

tube, which can be filled from the top of the vertically oriented manipulator, and 

ends in a Cu block as schematically depicted in Figure 3.9. The sample 

temperature is measured by a thermocouple type K (Omega) mounted in a 

small pinhole (diameter 0.5 mm, depth 2 mm) drilled into the side face of the 

single crystal orthogonal to the two slits used for mounting the crystal. The 

setup allows to heat the sample up to 1200 K and to cool it down to about 100 

K. To perform isothermal experiments, the sample temperature is controlled by 
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a PID controller (3216, Eurotherm). The temperature stability of the isothermal 

experiments is better than 2 K over the typical length of an experiment (> 1 h). 

 

 
Figure 3.9:  (A) Schematic representation of the sample holder and (B) the Au(332) 

surface at 1000 K during the annealing step. 
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4. Calibration and Characterization of the MB Apparatus 

 

4.1 Beam Alignment 

 

The alignment and characterization of the effusive sources is performed 

using the stagnation flow monitor described in Chapter 3. Since pressures 

measured inside the stagnation flow monitor are a direct measure of the flow 

per unit area on pinhole no corrections are necessary for the different incidence 

angles. The scattering plane is chosen to be the xy-plane in the laboratory 

coordinate systems with x being perpendicular and y parallel to the sample 

surface (see Figure 4.1). To allow for a reproducible positioning of the sample 

or the stagnation flow monitor in the scattering chamber, two cameras (DMK 

23G445, The Image Source) are stably mounted on CF35 flanges equipped 

with viewports. Camera 1 is oriented along the x-direction and allows adjusting 

the y- and z-position of the sample. Camera 2 is oriented in the yz plane and 

allows for a proper positioning in the x-direction (see Figure 4.1). The first 

important task is to find the position within the chamber, which maximizes the 

overlap between the two effusive beam sources.  

To this end the stagnation flow monitor was positioned in the nominal 

centre of the chamber and flux profiles as shown in Figure 4.2 were measured 

for both beams. As schematically shown on the right-hand side of Figure 4.1, 

the two beam profiles did not overlap initially. As the scattering geometry of the 

two beams is known it is possible to calculate the position in the scattering 

plane, which optimizes the overlap of the two beams. To this end the y-

components of the beam profile centres indicated by the light blue areas in 

Figure 4.1 were mapped onto the scattering plane, which allows determining 

the x-y coordinates of the position with optimal overlap between the two effusive 

beams. After that both beam profiles were measured again with the stagnation 

flow monitor positioned at the optimized x-component to ensure that the 

procedure resulted in the correct position. 
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Figure 4.1:  Schematic of the geometrical arrangement for determining the crossing 

point of the effusive beams along the xy plane (left) and the zy plane (right). 

 

An important ingredient for a proper alignment using the abovementioned 

procedure was the ability to determine the centre of the effusive beam profile. 

This requires a correct alignment of the glass capillary array (GCA) with respect 

to the two apertures. To this end the position of the GCA and the first aperture, 

which are mounted together was adjusted with respect to the second aperture 

mounted fixed inside the UHV chamber. The second aperture defines the size 

of the beam. By adjusting the linear feedthroughs, it is possible to position the 

maximum of the molecular flux in the centre of the ellipse defined by the second 

aperture. This interactive alignment is performed individually for each effusive 

beam. Figure 4.2 shows a beam profile across the z- and y-axis of one of the 

effusive beams using an inlet pressure 0.05 mbar Ar. In addition to the 

pressures measured by the stagnation flow monitor the size of the sample is 

indicated by the black circle drawn (diameter of 10 mm) into the diagram. The 

pressure varies by about 20 % over the entire crystal surface, which shows a 

homogeneous flux over the entire surface. With respect to the single collision 

conditions to be achieved with this setup, it is important to note that the 

background pressure in the scattering chamber is 1.9•10-8 mbar, which 

corresponds to a peaking factor of 23 for these beams. 
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Figure 4.2:  Beam profile for an inlet pressure of 0.05 mbar of Ar at the sample 

position (black circle). 

 

Finally, the IR spectrometer is adjusted for the sample position determined 

using the procedure described above by optimizing the orientation of the 

corresponding mirrors (see Section 3.2.4). 

Figure 4.3 shows the dependency of the beam intensity on the backing 

pressure of argon. Two ranges can be distinguished:  

(i) For inlet pressures below about 0.6 mbar – the flux of molecules emitted 

from the effusive beam is proportional to the inlet pressure. The 

calibration curve presented in Figure 4.3 allows for a direct correlation 

between these quantities being of utmost importance for quantitative 

evaluation of kinetic experiment. 

(ii) At pressures above 0.6 mbar marked deviations from the linear behavior 

are observed. The flattening of the curve at higher pressures is due to 

the fact that the Knudsen number is no longer much larger than one. This 

results in a complex flow behavior within the channels of the CGA, which 

leads to scattering losses.  
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Figure 4.3:  Beam intensity as a function of Ar backing pressure. 

 

4.2 Oxygen Beam Calibration 

 

Dissociation of O2 starts at temperatures of the Ir tube of about 

1500°C.The cracking efficiency depends on both the temperature of the tube 

and the gas flux through the tube. As the atomic beam source (AOB), which is 

mounted at distance of 100 mm from the Au(332) surface, is supposed to be 

used as a well-defined source of oxygen atoms, it is important to control both 

the temperature of the tube as well as the gas flow. For an effusive flow the 

latter can be controlled by the inlet pressure of the Ir tube. To this end a 

feedback-controlled system along the lines used for the effusive beams (see 

Chapter 3) using a flow control valve (MKS 248 A, maximum flow of 10 sccm 

nitrogen), a capacitance manometer (MKS Baratron 626C), and pressure 

controller (Type 250, MKS) was installed. Before being admitted to the 

chamber, the gas line is thoroughly purged to remove any residual gas 

contamination. The oxygen is introduced through a leak valve and the operation 

temperature of the cracker is 1700°C while watching the chamber background 

pressure, which is chosen to be 1.0•10-8 and 5.0•10-8 mbar. 
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 The flux density of O-atom is a function of both temperature and flow 

through the tube. However, according to the data sheet provided by the 

manufacturer, at low gas flow regime, which is used in this current thesis, the 

grade of dissociation demonstrated a linear dependency of the gas flow through 

the cracking tube for constant operational temperatures75,76. The oxygen 

pressures are chosen to be 3.2•10-8 or 1.4•10-7 mbar the corresponding flux can 

be estimated to be 0.0003 and 0.0016 sccm, respectively (for a detailed 

calculation please see in Appendix A). For a temperature of the Ir tube of 1700 

°C these fluxes correspond to cracking probability of about 13%. In turn, the O-

atom flux corresponding to these oxygen pressures are 1.4•1012 atoms cm-2s-1 

(0.0003 sccm) and 7.3•1012 atoms cm-2s-1 (0.0016 sccm).  

The coverages of atomic oxygen on the Au(332) surface was estimated 

from Auger spectroscopy. Unfortunately no ordered atomic oxygen overlayer 

has been observed on Au(332) surface during this measurements, so 

coverages could not be correlated with LEED. Therefore, the coverage of 

oxygen is monitored the ratio of the dN(E)/dE peak heights of the Auger signal 

of O and Au. The Auger signal is expected around 500 eV and the Au signal at 

about 69 eV77. However, the oxygen signal was observed at about 469 eV. A 

possible reason for this energy difference can be due to linearity of the energy 

scale calibration. Figure 4.2 shows the peak heights O/Au ratio as a function of 

oxygen exposure time in seconds and the corresponding nominal O-atom dose. 

The plot in Figure 4.2 shows a noticeable reduction of the slope with increasing 

coverage for both curves. In a simple layer by layer growth mode such kinks in 

the curve are associated with the completion of one monolayer. Here, 1 ML of 

oxygen is defined as 1.39•1015 atoms cm-2 and refers to a single atomic layer of 

close-packed ideal Au(111) surface. For the low oxygen pressure and the 

correspondence oxygen flux of 1.4•1012 atoms cm-2s-1, the time necessary to 

complete 1 ML of oxygen by assuming layer by layer growth conditions is 

estimated to be at about 632 s; however, the saturation point is at about 140 ± 5 

s, which is 86% less than the estimated time. Now, for the high oxygen pressure 

with oxygen flux of 7.3•1012 atoms cm-2s-1, the estimated time for 1 ML of O is at 

about 200 s, however the O/Au ratio plot underestimates the saturation point at 

about 60 ± 5 s (see Figure 4.2B). Obvious uncertainties in the above calibration 
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procedure is expected, e.g. Auger line shape changes, co-adsorbates, different 

growth mode etc., probably force error bars for the estimated saturated times to 

complete 1 ML of O on Au(332) to be ± 5 s. The difference to the estimated time 

can be attributed to intensity changes (due to scattering) of either the oxygen or 

gold signals that results from the disordering of the Au(332) substrate, or 

subsurface oxygen layer to form an oxide phase. 

 

 

Figure 4.2:  Peak-to-peak height ratio of O(469 eV)/Au(69eV) in AES as a function of 

oxygen exposure time. Oxygen pressure on Au(332) surface is (A) 1.4•10-7 mbar and 

(B) 3.2•10-8 mbar. The operation temperature of the cracker is 1700 °C. Tsurface = 100 K. 
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5 The Sample 

 

In the present work, a Au(332) surface is investigated and serves as a 

model to elucidate the role of low-coordinated sites for the reactivity of Au 

surfaces. The atomic arrangement of the 332 face of Au is schematically shown 

in Figure 5.1 and consists of (111) oriented terraces separated by closed 

packed steps running along an [110] equivalent direction. Such an arrangement 

is typically denoted by [n(hwkwlw) x (hkl)] where n indicates the number of atoms 

that constitute the terrace with orientation (hwkwlw) the step surface 

characterized by hkl. For the (332) surface this results in [6(111) x (111)]. 

 

 
Figure 5.1:  Front view of the clean Au(332) slab. 

 

As a first step prior to the investigation of chemical reactions on Au(332), it 

is important to clean and characterize the surface. The substrate is cleaned by 

repetitive cycles of sputtering with argon ions (PAr+ = 2 x 10-5 mbar) at 1keV 

using a sputtering current of 7 µA for 15 minutes followed by annealing to1000 

K in UHV for 10 minutes. The properties of the surface are determined by 

means of AES and LEED as shown in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2:  (A) Auger electron spectra and (B) LEED pattern of clean Au(332).  

 

The observed Auger signals in Figure 5.2A can be assigned to Au (69, 

135, 211 eV). No other signals could be found within the sensitivity of Auger 

spectroscopy indicating a clean Au surface is successfully obtained. Figure 

5.2B shows the LEED pattern of a clean Au(332) surface. The pattern reflects 

the three–fold symmetry of the (111) face, as indicated in the LEED pattern at 

215 eV. In addition to that, secondary spots are also observed, which are 

regularly spaced from the main spots due to the steps all over the surface. Spot 

splitting characterize the periodic spacing of steps separating the vicinal 

surfaces78–80. The split diffraction spots collapse into singlet (data not shown) as 

the electron beam energy is varied due to the fact that the adjacent terraces 

exhibit destructive and constructive interference as the beam energy is varied. 

This is an indication of ordered arrangement of atomic steps80. Additionally, 

there is no sign of reconstruction and the background is rather small. These 

observations are in line with results reported in the literature81. 
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6. IRAS of 13CO on Au(332) 

 

The vibrational properties of carbon monoxide have been investigated 

extensively on a variety of different single crystal surfaces68,82–84. Apart from 

vibrational spectroscopy many other techniques have been used to investigate 

the properties of CO on various metal surfaces, hence it can be considered the 

best understood adsorption system on metal surfaces. The C-O stretching 

frequency depends on the chemical environment, i.e. the coordination to the 

metal as well as the chemical nature of the adsorption site. The latter properties 

render it a frequently used probe molecule. The stretching frequency of 12CO in 

condensed phase is found at 2143 cm-185. IR experiments were done on a 

variety of single and polycrystalline Au surfaces showing a 12CO stretching 

frequency between 2124 and 2070 cm-1 depending on the surface orientation 

as well as surface coverage. 12CO stretching frequencies are compared for 

different Au single crystal surfaces based on literature data86–90 and 

summarized in Figure 6.1. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.1: Stretching frequencies for CO adsorbed on different Au single crystal 

surface, which exhibit adsorption sites with different Au coordination number. Reprinted 

and adapted with permission from Wang et al.5. Copyright 2016. American Chemical 

Society. 
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For a coverage series 12CO on stepped Au(332) taken at low temperature, 

Hollins and co-workers91 have observed a band starting to be seen at about         

2125 cm-1, which shifts to lower wavenumber with increasing coverage. 

Additionally, the IR spectra show evidence of more than one species as 

deduced from the presence of shoulders appearing on both the high and low 

wavenumber sides of the main band even at low CO coverages. A similar 

behaviour with slightly blue shifted CO stretching frequencies was observed for 

the Au(211) surface investigated by Koel and co-workers86.  

The binding energy of CO on gold was probed by TPD on various Au 

surfaces exhibiting low coordinated sites, including Au(110)92, Au(332)91, 

Au(310)93, Au(321)93 as well as supported Au particles33,94–96. Furthermore, 

Bäumer and co-workers97 also investigated the influence of low–coordinated Au 

atoms using a roughened Au(111) surface. In all these TPD experiments two 

desorption states were identified above 100 K, one at about 120-145 K and 

other 170-185 K, however, only one infrared peak at around 2120 cm-1 was 

observed. In contrast, TPD spectra of freshly prepared and annealed Au(111) 

surfaces do not show CO desorption within this temperature regime at all. 

Therefore, they conclude that both desorption peaks belong to CO on low–

coordinated gold atoms at steps and kinks. Moreover, the adsorption of CO on 

np-Au was investigated by Röhe et al.98. The TPD spectra of CO obtained after 

exposing np-Au to 100 L CO at 113 K reveal a more complex behaviour in 

which CO desorption is observed in a broad temperature range of 130-220 K. 

So far CO desorption above 200 K has only been observed for sputtered 

Au(110)-(1 x 2)92 and for Au(321)93. However, in both cases, the corresponding 

TPD signals are rather weak representing minority sites of the surface. 

In this chapter, results from IR spectroscopy will be reported. In the first 

section, the adsorption of 13CO on the bare Au(332) surface will be investigated 

at low temperature as well as at temperatures above a stable adsorption under 

UHV condition. The second section is followed by a discussion of CO 

adsorption on the oxygen pre-covered surface under isothermal and isobaric 

conditions.  
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6.1 13CO Adsorption on Au(332) 

 

As a starting point of the discussion 13CO is adsorbed on the Au(332) 

surface at 100 K using a constant CO pressure of 1.9•10-8 mbar on the surface 

as provided by the molecular beam. Figure 6.2 shows a series of spectra taken 

during 13CO exposure. These spectra were referenced against a background 

spectrum taken prior to opening the CO beam. 

At low coverage two lines can be discerned in the spectral region below 

2080 cm-1, which is related to vibrations of the 13CO isotopomer. One is 

observed at 2075 cm-1 while a shoulder can be discerned at 2065 cm-1. With 

increasing exposure, the peak at 2075 cm-1 increases in intensity and shifts 

towards lower wavenumbers. Concomitantly, the relative intensity of the low 

energy shoulder increases, however, above 9 L the two spectral components 

are no longer discernible. With increasing exposure, the high energy peak shifts 

to lower wavenumbers resulting in a decrease of the overall line width. Beyond 

about 15 L (1 L = 10-6 Torr s) no significant change in peak position (2065 cm-1) 

and line width can be observed. 

 
Figure 6.2:  IR spectra of 13CO adsorption on Au(332) measured at 100 K. Three 

spectral components can be identified at the final absorption position (A) 2065 cm-1, (B) 

2123 cm-1. In addition an emissive peak is found at (C) 2127cm-1. Each spectrum is 

labelled with the exposure in units of Langmuir (1 L = 10-6Torr s).  
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The presence of at least two IR components on Au(332) observed at low 

coverage, suggests that the structure of the surface may be more complicated 

than the idealised description of uniform terraces separated by monatomic 

steps discussed in Chapter 5. While the clean Au(111) shows a well-known 

herringbone reconstruction99, this is not observed for the small (111) terraces of 

the Au(332) surface. However, Prieto et al.100 have shown by STM that steps on 

Au(332) surface can exhibit a significant kink density. A surface containing a 

high proportion of kinks as well as the expected step sites might reasonably be 

expected to give rise to the two components that are observed. To this end, one 

could assign these two vibrational bands observed to CO adsorbed at step and 

kink sites, respectively. 

The integrated IR intensity of the 13CO related signal shows an almost 

perfectly linear increase with CO dose up to 8L (Figure 6.3). In between 8 and 

15 L the slope of the intensity curve decreases slightly to level off for exposures 

above about 15 L. The result suggests that the sticking probability of CO is 

rather constant at low exposure range, however, dropping fast close to the 

saturation coverage under these conditions. 

 
Figure 6.3:  Integrated IR intensity of 13CO peak around2075 - 2065 cm-1 as a 

function of CO dosage. 

 

Comparing the two signals observed at low coverage, a clear difference in 

terms of spectral shift is observed. While the line initially observed at 2075 cm-1 
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shift down by about 10 cm-1 with increasing coverage, the shift of the shoulder 

at 2065 cm-1 is very small. The origin of the different behaviour in the total shift 

can be gathered from isotope mixture experiments. 

In this set of experiments, signals corresponding to adsorbed 12CO are 

observed between 2125 and 2100 cm-1, which originate from unintentionally 

adsorbed CO from the residual gas of the chamber onto the surface prior to 

adsorption of the 13CO. A close up of this spectral range is shown in Figure 6.4. 

At high coverage (bold red line) the spectrum consists of four features. Two 

signals at 2102 and 2092 cm-1 are observed, which have the same sign as the 

IR lines of 13CO discussed above. In addition, a signal at 2123 cm-1 together 

with a shoulder at about 2113 cm-1are found, which have an opposite sign.  

 
Figure 6.4: A close up of the 12CO spectra range. At high coverage (bold- and dashed 

red line) the spectrum consists of four features at 2123, 2113, 2102 and 2092 cm-1 are 

observed. The dashed red spectrum at the top is the invert and scaled of the 13CO 

coverage series presented in Figure 6.2. 

 

At first glance this result is unexpected as the “positive” peaks seem to 

indicate a loss of CO species. Such a result is the typical observation in case 

the background spectrum contains signals, which are changing in the course of 

the experiment. To indicate the spectral similarity between this small amount of 

12CO with results from the 13CO results discussed above, the first signal of the 

13CO coverage series presented in Figure 6.2 was taken and shifted to overlap 

with the 12CO signal (dashed red spectrum at the top). The shift needed to be 1 
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cm-1 larger than calculated based on the frequency shift expected because of 

the change in reduced mass. In addition, the shoulder at the low energy side is 

more pronounced for the 13CO spectrum than it is for the 12CO signal at the 

highest coverage. The latter suggests that a larger fraction of the first 13CO 

molecules adsorbed on the surface have a higher tendency to occupy sites with 

lower frequency than the pre-adsorbed 12CO. This is in line with the coverage 

dependent spectra showing an increase of the intensity ratio of the low 

frequency component as compared to the high frequency one discussed above. 

The small shift of the resonance positions at slightly higher coverage indicates 

that the sum of chemical and dipolar shifts which may act on the 13CO 

molecules is small at this coverage. 

While the two positive peaks report on the properties of the 12CO 

molecules in the absence of 13CO, the lines at 2102 and 2092 cm-1 observed at 

maximal 13CO coverage available under these conditions report on the 

stretching frequency of these 12CO molecules in the presence of 13CO. As seen 

from the coverage series presented above, the absolute amount of 12CO is 

small as compared to the total coverage of CO. Quantification is, however, 

difficult based the IR data, because it would require assuming a linear 

correlation between IR intensity and CO coverage. The results discussed above 

show that at least at higher coverage this linear correlation might not hold. As 

shown in the past, the frequency difference of 12CO and 13CO is large enough to 

ensure that the shift of the resonance position due to coupling can be 

neglected84. Therefore, the shift observed between the two high energy 

vibrations with positive sign and the two signals with negative sign is due to the 

so-called chemical shift induced by 13CO molecules adjacent to the 12CO 

molecules and is found to be 21 cm-1 for both components. 

The chemical shift can be compared to the frequency shift between the 

12CO and the corresponding 13CO line. For the line observed at 2102 cm-1 a 

shift of 39 cm-1 is found, while this shift is 10 cm-1 smaller for the line at 2092 

cm-1. These differences are smaller than expected based on the differences in 

reduced mass. This is in line with expectations as the 13CO molecules are not 

only shifted by the chemical shift, which acts on both isotopomers alike, but 

furthermore by dipolar coupling. This readily leads to a dipolar shift of the line at 

2102 cm-1 by 8 cm-1, while the one at 2092 cm-1 shows a dipolar shift of 18 cm-1. 
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Looking at the coverage dependence in Figure 6.2 of both the 12CO as 

well as the 13CO lines corresponding to the signal at 2123 cm-1 it is possible to 

deduce the chemical shift as well as the dipolar component as a function of 

coverage for the high frequency component. One should, however, bear in mind 

that the position of the 12CO signal shifting to the red may be slightly obscured 

by the superposition with the underlying spectrum of the background. This may 

result in a slight shift to lower wavenumbers, however, no attempts were made 

to correct for this effect. Figure 6.5 shows the contribution of the two effects on 

coverage using the spectrum of lowest 13CO coverage as a reference. Even for 

low coverage both the chemical as well as the dipolar contribution are sizable. 

With increasing coverage, the chemical shift increases to -22 cm-1 at about 15 

L, while the dipolar contribution remains almost constant (~11 cm-1). This is in 

line with observations for supported Au particles, which have shown a rapid 

increase of the dipolar contribution already at very small coverage and a 

constant contribution for most of the coverage range89. As the dipolar coupling 

is already sizable at rather low coverage it suggests that the 12CO molecules 

occupy adsorption sites that even at low coverage allow for dipolar coupling, 

which suggest a close spatial proximity. 

The negative chemical shift observed above, would be qualitative 

explained in terms of bonding considerations. It is believed that back-donation 

of electrons into the 2* orbital of CO molecule is relatively unimportant for CO 

bound to Au, as deduced from the small red shift of CO stretching frequency 

compared to the gas phase value. Hence, bonding of CO is dominated by the 

5 orbital, which donates electrons to the metal and which is weakly 

antibonding with regard to the C–O bond63. As soon as the coverage raises the 

increased number of CO molecules donating charge tends to increase the 

amount of charge on the Au and consequently the C–O stretch frequency will 

decrease, leading to the negative chemical shift. A similar negative chemical 

shift has also been observed for CO on Cu(111)101 and Cu(110)69. 
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Figure 6.5:  The separation of the experimentally observed total shift (black) into a 

chemical (red), dipole (blue) shifts contribution shown as a function of coverage. 

 

A typical temperature series of IR spectra of 13CO taken under isobaric 

conditions (p(CO) = 2.4•10-6 mbar) is shown in Figure 6.6. The isothermal IR 

spectra are acquired in steps of 5 K, starting at 235K, and each spectrum is 

measured using the same experimental conditions as described in Chapter 3, 

Section 3.2.4. 

 

 
Figure 6.6:  (A) 13CO adsorption as a function of temperature and (B) temperature 

threshold of 13CO adsorption on Au(332) under the experimental conditions presented 

above. 

 

These results reveal a single adsorption band of 13CO on Au(332). With 

decreasing temperature, the line first shifts slightly to the blue from 225 K to 215 
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K and subsequently to the red reaching a value of 2075 cm-1 at 170 K. At the 

latter temperature the IR intensity is found to be very similar (94 %) to the one 

observed for saturation coverage at 100 K. While the red-shift is in-line with the 

low-temperature series and also with the observations made by Ruggiero and 

Hollins102 concerning the peak shift with increasing, it is important to mention 

that the signal position under the isobaric conditions at 170 K is shifted by 10 

cm-1 to the blue as compared to the low temperature experiment. As the 

intensity is almost the same one can exclude large changes of the total number 

of adsorbed molecules. To this end it is interesting to note that the signal of the 

temperature series shifts significantly to lower wavenumbers when cooling 

below 180 K. The latter temperature is the one above which no stable CO 

adsorption was observed under UHV conditions. While the IR result obtained at 

low temperature was explained by a stable CO adsorption at steps and kinks of 

the surface, at temperatures above 180 K there is no stable adsorption of CO 

on the surface. Hence the CO molecules observed by IR above 180 K are only 

transiently bound to the Au(332) surface and the CO phase on the surface is in 

dynamic equilibrium with the gas phase provided by the molecular beams. From 

the difference in the stretching frequency it is concluded that the molecules in 

this dynamic CO phase occupy on average different adsorption sites than at low 

temperature. 

 

6.2 13CO Adsorption on O/Au(332) 

 

To elucidate the nature of CO IR bands observed in-situ during CO 

oxidation, infrared spectra of 13CO were taken on an oxygen pre-covered 

Au(332) surface and displayed in Figure 6.7. The Au(332) surface is first pre-

covered with atomic oxygen at 200 K for 120 s, which corresponds to a nominal 

O-atom dose of 1.7•1014 atoms• cm-2 (p(O2) = 3.2•10-8 mbar and Tcracker = 1973 

K), followed by annealing the O/Au(332) surface at 250 K before opening the 

CO beam. The IR spectra were taken at different surface temperatures under 

isobaric conditions, p(13CO) = 2.4•10-6 mbar. 

On the oxidised Au(332) surface the first lines are observed at 240 K. The 

spectrum exhibits a doubled band with components at about 2100 and        
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2092 cm-1. Initially the intensity of the band at 2100 cm-1 is larger than at      

2092 cm-1. With lowering the temperature, the low energy vibration gains 

relative intensity to give an almost symmetric doublet at about 215 K. Finally, an 

intensity inversion is observed in which the band at 2092 cm-1is larger than the 

one at 2100 cm-1. Moreover, as a function of temperature, the stretching 

frequency at 2092 cm-1 shifts towards lower wavenumber and is found at     

2086 cm-1 (Δ𝜈 ≈ 6 cm-1) at 175 K. As the total coverage increases with 

decreasing temperature, the presence of a shift indicates some interactions 

between the CO molecules on the surface (see Figure 6.7B). A third feature 

centred at about 2073 cm-1 appears at 220 K. Although invariably present at 

saturation, this feature is always extremely weak (< 4% of the intensity of the 

main band). 

 

 
Figure 6.7:  (A) 13CO adsorption on O/Au(332) as a function of temperature and (B) 

temperature evolution of different adsorption of 13CO species on O/Au(332).All spectra 

are references to a spectrum of the O/Au(332) surface at 250 K. 

 

Differences in the IR spectrum are observed as compared to CO on the 

bare surface presented previously. The total coverage at 175 K on the 

O/Au(332) surface is about 15% of the saturation coverage observed on the 

clean Au(332) surface. While the two lines at 2100 and 2092 cm-1 were not 

observed on the bare Au surface, the small line at about 2073 cm-1observed 

below 220 K is in the range of the13CO signal observed on the clean Au(332). 

The latter observation suggests that a small fraction of the surface steps was 

not modified by the oxygen atoms (see Figure 6.7B). It should, however, be 

mentioned here, that the CO signal on the bare surface shifts with decreasing 
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temperature, while the position of the one observed on the oxygen covered 

surface is almost constant with temperature. In addition, its position is shifted to 

the blue as compared to the bare surface, which indicates that the 

corresponding sites are not identical to those populated on the bare surface. 

As mentioned previously, CO is observed on the oxygen pre-covered 

surface below 240 K, as shown in Figure 6.7, which is ~20K higher as 

compared to the clean surface presented above and clearly suggests that CO 

binds more strongly to these sites on the O/Au(332) surface than to any site on 

the clean one. An increase of the CO binding energy upon “oxidation” of the 

metal is not typically observed for late transition metals. More regularly, the CO 

binding energy decreases for oxygen covered surfaces such as Pd, Co or 

Fe103,104. On the other hand a blue shift of the CO stretching frequency is well in 

line with observations on other transition metal surfaces105,106. This is in line with 

chemical intuition rendering oxygen an electron withdrawing ligand. In turn CO 

binds to a metal cation with surrounding oxygen anions. The reduction of 

charge density on the metal together with the “hard-wall” effect induced by the 

Pauli repulsion of the oxygen anions allows to understand this blue shift107. In 

case of oxygen atoms adsorbed at kink sites of a Au(321) surface Moskaleva 

and co-workers have found CO adsorption sites with a binding energy higher 

than that of the CO on the clean Au surface108. CO adsorbed to these sites 

were calculated to show a blue shift with respect to the CO stretching frequency 

of CO on the bare Au surface. While these aspects are well in line with the 

experimental observations, theory also predicts that the barrier for the oxidation 

of CO by these oxygen sites are rather low, which renders them unstable under 

the conditions used here. It is, however, clear that the oxygen coverage present 

under these conditions is significant, which renders the possibility to have 

individual oxygen atom adsorbed at the step edges small. The latter is 

corroborated by the thermodynamic stability of extended oxygen chain 

structures as compared to oxygen atoms109. The experimental result 

unequivocally shows the presence of two different CO species on the surface. 

The one at low-frequency has the lower binding energy, since its relative 

intensity increases with temperature. It is also interesting to note that the 

intensity of the high-frequency component saturates within a very narrow 

temperature window as one would expect for an adsorption site with a well-
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defined adsorption site. In contrast to that, the signal at lower frequency gains 

intensity over a wider temperature window, which indicates a rather broad 

distribution of binding energies. Most likely this is due to intermolecular 

interactions, which would also fit to the frequency shift observed with 

decreasing temperature. 
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7 CO Oxidation on Au(332) 

 

In this chapter, CO oxidation on Au(332) is investigated as a reaction to 

test the new molecular beam apparatus.CO oxidation is a widely studied model 

reaction and has been studied on a large variety of transition metal-based 

catalysts110–115. In addition, it has also been intensively investigated on metal 

single crystal surfaces including Au19,116–119. However, gold itself is inactive 

towards CO oxidation, because of its inability to activate molecular oxygen, 

which is only weakly bound but has a high barrier for dissociation on Au 

surfaces. 

Friend and co-workers have found that adsorption of ozone on Au(111) 

leads to surface reactivity for both total as well as selective oxidation 

reactions120. Apart from ozone also other methods were employed to produce 

active oxygen species on the Au surface such as: (i) deposition by a plasma 

source121,122 or oxygen-ion sputtering123, (ii) adsorption of NO2
124, (iii) thermal 

dissociation of O2
125,126

 or by a microwave discharge127. The activity of O-

covered Au single-crystal surfaces for CO oxidation under UHV conditions have 

been studied by several groups128–132. The investigations show that the 

reactivity of the oxygen species decreases with increasing oxygen coverage. To 

this end, scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) studies revealed differences in 

the surface morphology depending on the temperature used for oxidation as 

well as on the coverage of atomic oxygen133,134. With respect to the electronic 

structure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)130 showed that the local 

bonding of oxygen depends on oxygen coverage as well as the oxidation 

temperature as well. This qualitative result is preserved for all the preparation 

methods of oxygen atoms mention previously. 

CO oxidation on gold has also been studied theoretically135,136,34,137–141. 

DFT calculations showed different activation energy for CO oxidation on Au 

surface ranging from 0.27 eV for MgO-supported Au clusters34 to 0.6 eV for 

stepped and kinked Au(321) surface142. Recently Moskaleva and co-workers109 

have shown that when surface oxygen is present in excess at coverages 

greater than 0.2 ML on the Au(321) surface, the Au atoms at step edges are 

involved in the formation of Au–O chain-line structures, which are 
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thermodynamically more stable than individual oxygen atoms. In addition, a 

diffusion barrier of about 0.4–0.5 eV was found for such chain-line structures 

rendering them also kinetically more stable than the oxygen atoms with diffusion 

barrier of about 0.2 eV. 

In this chapter, CO oxidation on a stepped Au(332) surface is investigated 

using pulsed isothermal molecular beam experiments following the time-

dependent evolution of gas phase products by time-resolved mass 

spectrometry and the formation of surface species by IRAS. The first section will 

discuss the dependence of the transient and the overall CO2 production rate on 

the oxygen atom flux under isothermal conditions. The next section presents 

results on CO oxidation at different temperatures to obtain qualitative 

information about the temperature dependence of the overall reaction rate. 

Finally, the last section focuses on in-situ infrared spectra in order to correlate 

the observed reaction kinetics with the nature of species on the surface. 

 

7.1 Dependence on flux of atomic oxygen 

 

Figure 7.1 shows a typical transient CO2 production experiment where the 

sample is exposed to a continuous 13CO beam and a modulated beam of 

oxygen atoms (11 pulses, 120 s on, 200 s off) while monitoring the oxidation 

product 13CO2 (m/z = 45) by time-resolved mass spectrometry (MS). To 

investigate the influence of the atomic oxygen flux on the production rate of 

CO2, two different O2 pressures measured inside the scattering chamber were 

used: a smaller one (p(O2) = 3.2•10-8 mbar), which corresponds to a O-atom 

flux of 1.4•1012 atoms•cm-2s-1 and a higher one (p(O2) = 1.4•10-7 mbar) 

corresponding to a flux of 7.3•1012 atoms•cm-2s-1. The flux of the 13CO beam 

(7.3•1014 molecules•cm-2s-1) and the sample temperature (200 K) were kept 

constant in both experiments. The 13CO flux exceeds the flux of O-atoms by 

more than two orders of magnitude. While oxygen atoms (desorption 

temperature above 500 K) are stable adsorbates at 200 K, 13CO is bound only 

transiently at this temperature. Above 180 K no stable CO adsorption is found 

on the Au(332) surface under UHV conditions. The IR investigations (Chapter 

6) have shown that there is a measureable transient CO coverage under the 
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condition used here, which can be estimated to correspond to 25% of the 

maximal coverage observed at 100 K if one assumes a linear correlation 

between IR intensity and coverage. 

The traces in Figure 7.1 show a rapid increase of 13CO2 formation after 

opening the O-atom beam. Upon closing the oxygen beam a rapid drop of 

13CO2 formation is observed. The corresponding MS signal goes back to 

background level within the delay time between the pulses. This general 

behaviour holds for both oxygen atom fluxes, however, significant differences 

are observed, too. Comparing the reactivity of the system as probed by the 

intensity of the m/z = 45 signal along the series of oxygen pulses, a slow decay 

of the reactivity is observed (see Figure 7.1B). While the reactivity remains 

constant for the first 3-4 pulses and it drops by 26% for the last pulse within this 

series. In contrast to that, for the higher O-flux the reactivity drops already after 

the first pulse and decreased by about 30% within the first 5 pulses. While the 

decrease within each pulse is not very large for the first 5 pulses, the pulse 

shape of the pulses 6 to 8 changes significantly revealing a rapid decrease of 

reactivity within the oxygen pulse. For the subsequent pulses the reactivity 

levels off at about 19% of the initial reactivity. 

 
Figure 7.1:  13CO2 production rate as measured by mass spectrometry (m/z = 45) for 

a continuous 13CO beam (p = 2.4•10-6 mbar) and a modulated 16Oatom beam impinging 

on the Au(332) surface (Tsample = 200 K). The background pressure of the molecular 

oxygen in the chamber was (A) PO2 = 1.4•10-7 mbar and (B) 3.2•10-8 mbar. 
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The results in Figure 7.1 clearly show the deactivation of the surface to be 

dependent on O-flux, which is significantly faster for higher O-flux. As shown 

inliterature133,134 the reactivity of oxygen deposited on Au surfaces drops at 

higher oxygen coverage, which was explained by the formation of Au-O phases 

being less reactive towards CO oxidation. This interpretation implies that under 

the conditions used here CO oxidation cannot compete with the formation of 

Au-O phases, which means that the diffusion of O atoms impinging onto the Au 

surface is fast as compared to CO oxidation. This is well in line with the 

theoretical predictions as mentioned above. 

The formation of Au-O phases should have consequences for both the 

chemical composition as well as the long-range order of the surface. Therefore, 

the surface was investigated by Auger spectroscopy and LEED after the 

reaction to elucidate these aspects (see Figure 7.2). Figure 7.2A shows the 

Auger spectrum of the Au(332) surface after reaction at low (red curve) and 

high (blue curve) oxygen pressure, respectively. For comparison, the spectrum 

of the clean surface (black curve) is also added. The spectrum of the clean 

Au(332) surface does not show signals associated to oxygen at 469 eV. 

However, at high O-flux oxygen is clearly detected on the surface. On the other 

hand, for low O-flux, a much smaller oxygen signal at 469 eV is observed, 

which is in agreement with the less pronounced deactivation of the surface. 

Figure 7.2B presents LEED images of the corresponding surfaces before and 

after the reaction cycle. The clean Au(332) surface shows the expected LEED 

pattern with sharp spots and little background, which is characteristic for a 

stepped surface with a long-range order of terraces as described in Chapter 5. 

At the end of the reaction cycle with low O-flux, the LEED spots are reduced in 

intensity, while the background intensity increases considerably. After CO 

oxidation at the high O-flux conditions the characteristic LEED pattern of the 

Au(332) surface has vanished. The lack of diffraction spots also implies that the 

Au-O phase created during the reaction does not exhibit a long-range order. 

The long-term behaviour of the surface and the reactivity of the chamber 

walls under these conditions was investigated in another experiment, for which 

the number of oxygen pulses was increased keeping the other conditions (pulse 

duration, CO pressure, sample temperature etc.) constant (see Figure 7.3). 
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Figure 7.2:  Analysis of the Au(332) surface after CO oxidation reaction at 200 K 

after 11 oxygen pulses. (A) Auger spectra of the Au and O regions of a clean surface 

(black curve), after reaction at low (red curve) and at high (blue) oxygen pressure – left, 

and a close up of the O energy range – right.(B) LEED pictures of the surface before 

and after the reaction. 

 

At the 25th oxygen pulse, the sample is removed from the scattering 

position to the preparation chamber to compare the remaining activity of the 

Au(332) surface with the activity of the chamber walls. In addition, the flow 

monitor was placed at the sample position for some of the pulses, to exclude a 

significant effect of the mass spectrometric signal induced by the change in the 

scattering condition of the educts.  

As seen in Figure 7.3, at high oxygen pressure the qualitative behaviour is 

preserved. The system shows a rapid deactivation within the first eight pulses. 

The forthcoming oxygen pulses result in a further reduction of the reactivity, 

however, at a much smaller rate. For the last five pulses a stable residual 

activity of about 1/6 of the initial one is observed. If comparing the reactivity of 

the Au surface at the end of the 25 pulses with the background reactivity of the 

stainless-steel chamber a very small difference remains. This difference does 

not depend on the scattering conditions (the same reactivity is observed with 

and without the flow monitor at the position of the sample). This result suggests 

that even the oxidized Au surface has some remaining activity towards CO 
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oxidation, which is significantly higher than stainless steel. In contrast to that, 

the system retains a much higher activity at low oxygen pressure even for a 

larger number of pulses; however, activity drops steadily within the series of 

oxygen pulses. The higher activity of the Au surface after the series of oxygen 

pulses is further substantiated by comparing it to the reactivity of the chamber 

under these reaction conditions. While the difference between the reactivity of 

the chamber and the Au surface was 19% for the high oxygen atom flux, it is 

more than threefold the background activity after the series of pulses using the 

lower oxygen atom flow. 

 

 
Figure 7.3:  Long term stability of the surface for CO2 production rate during 25 
oxygen pulses (120 s on, 200 s off) and a constant 13CO beam, Tsample = 200 K. The 
reactivity of the chamber walls and the flow monitor are indicated. The inset shows the 
background reaction of the chamber. (A) PO2 = 1.4 x 10-7 mbar and (B) 3.2 x 10-8 mbar. 
This experiment was performed using an MS pulsing counting mode. 

 

These results are in line with the formation of a Au-O phase on the 

Au(332) surface. The formation of the Au-O phases is expected to be slower for 

lower O-flux, as it requires oxygen atoms to diffuse on the surface to these 

phases, which competes with CO oxidation. As the flux of CO was kept 

constant the balance should be shifted towards CO oxidation for decreasing 

oxygen atom flux. As a result, a higher residual activity is expected for the lower 

oxygen flux after the same number of pulses. This is partially due to the 

reduction of the transient CO concentration on the Au surface as shown by IR 

spectroscopy in Chapter 6. However, it is also due to a reduced reactivity of 

these Au-O phases as suggested by the titration experiments reported in 

literature86. The residual activity of the strongly oxidized Au surface after 25 
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pulses of higher oxygen flux suggests that this surface is still significantly more 

active towards CO oxidation than stainless steel.  

 

7.2 Temperature Effect 

 

Temperature is an important factor for reactivity. Figure 7.4 shows the 

13CO2 production rate at different temperatures using the pressure conditions of 

the low oxygen flux discussed above. However, the duration of the oxygen 

pulses was extended to 360 s interrupted by equally long delay times. 

In contrast to the results for T = 200 K (see Section 7.1), the surface 

shows a reproducible behaviour of 13CO2 formation along the series of oxygen 

pulses for all temperatures (Figure 7.4). Moreover, a similar pulse shape is 

observed within this temperature range (T = 220–300K). The shape is 

characterized by a fast increase of CO2 production after opening the oxygen 

shutter. The maximum of CO2 production is reached after about 70 s. After 

reaching the maximum, the CO2 production slowly decreases during the O-atom 

pulse. After closing the oxygen shutter, the MS signal goes back to baseline; 

however, the decay is significantly slower than the rise of the signal at the 

beginning of the pulse. 

 

Figure 7.4: Temperature dependence on the total 13CO2 production rate. The 

oxygen and 13CO pressures are kept constant, 3.2•10-7 mbar 2.4•10-6 mbar, 

respectively. While the reaction temperature is varied: at 220 K (black trace), 250 K 

(red trace), and 300 K (blue trace). 
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In contrast to the behaviour at 200 K, a clear deactivation of the reaction is 

observed in the course of each oxygen pulse irrespective of temperature. This 

observation indicates that the processes resulting in a deactivation of the 

system are even more important at elevated temperature than at 200 K. In 

particular, it suggests that the formation of Au-O phases gains importance, 

which implies that the balance between oxygen atom diffusion and reaction with 

CO is shifted towards diffusion. This is in line with the results from temperature 

dependent IR spectroscopy, which revealed a significant decrease of CO 

coverage in this temperature range while the sticking probability of oxygen 

atoms is expected to be similar. The shape of the first pulses at 200 K lack 

indications for a significant deactivation of the system but show a slow by 

continuous decline of the reactivity with increasing number of pulses. It might 

hence be surprising that the system shows reproducible reactivity within the 

series of pulses at temperature above 220 K but deactivates faster within each 

pulse. The recovery of the reactivity during the delays between the pulses, 

points to the fact that the reactivity of the Au-O phases, which is considered 

responsible for the deactivation, is enhanced at elevated temperature such, that 

oxygen stored in these phases during the oxygen pulse can be removed during 

the delay times by the continuously impinging CO molecules. The residual 

activity after closing the oxygen atom supply is in line with this interpretation. 

It is surprising that both the pulse shape as well as the CO2 production 

rate does not vary with temperature between 220 K and 300 K. Based on 

Arrhenius theory it is expected that the rate constant of a reaction depends 

exponentially on temperature. On the other hand, the reaction rate depends not 

only on the rate constant but also on the concentration of the educts. Above the 

desorption temperature, the transient concentration on the surface should 

decrease exponentially with temperature, hence it is possible that both effects 

simply cancel. The situation is, however, more complex as the collision 

probability of the reaction between CO and oxygen atoms on the surface 

depends on the diffusion rate of the partners, which is a function of temperature. 

Furthermore, it is important to realize that the overall reactivity of the system is 

determined by more than the reaction of oxygen atoms with CO towards CO2. 

CO is expected to react with oxygen present within the Au-O phases, which is a 
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function of their size but will also be a function of temperature. Due to this 

complexity of the reaction network, a conclusive explanation for the observed 

temperature dependence of the reactivity cannot be given at present and 

additional experiments are needed to draw more solid conclusions. 

 

7.3 Transient Kinetics of CO2 Production 

 

One key feature that makes molecular beam studies of gas-surface 

interactions unique is that they are carried out under well-defined flux and single 

collision conditions, which allows to assume that products will result from the 

initial encounter of the educts with the surface. In turn, this allows to interpret 

both steady-state but also the transient kinetics of the system quantitatively143–

145. In the following, pulse profiles of the 13CO2 production at 200 K will be 

discussed for both low and high oxygen flux conditions. Subsequently, the 

transient profiles of 13CO2observed at higher sample temperature will be 

discussed. In the following, the 13CO2 transients are normalized to the maximum 

pulse height, for a more convenient comparison of the pulse shapes. 

Transients for the two reaction conditions, high and low flux of oxygen, are 

compared in Figure 7.5. In general, a fast onset component in the 13CO2 

transient pulse is observed upon the admission of the oxygen beam (Figure 7.5 

– solid red line), followed by a slower increase in the reaction rate towards the 

13CO2 production maxima (Figure 7.5 – dotted red line). Depending on the 

condition the 13CO2activity remains constant (Figure 7.5 A bottom) or decline 

after reaching the maximal value (all other in Figure 7.5 A and C). After closing 

the O-beam, the reaction rate drops towards the background (hatched area), as 

the remaining active oxygen species is consumed by the continuously impinging 

CO molecules. 

At 200 K, the first 13CO2 transient at low oxygen flux conditions shows a 

constant reactivity after the initial rise mentioned above; while for high oxygen 

flux condition the reactivity drops slightly towards the end of the pulse (see 

Figure 7.5A). Figure 7.5B reveals a significant difference between the two 

oxygen flux regimes. While the reactivity of the subsequent oxygen pulse 

reaches the reactivity observed at the end of the preceding pulse, this is not the 
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case for the high oxygen flux. This observation is remarkable as the 

deactivation was associated with the formation of Au-O phases on the Au 

surface. After closing the oxygen beam no additional O atoms are impinging 

onto the surface. On the contrary, some of the oxygen present on the surface is 

removed by CO oxidation as seen from the hashed area in Figure 7.5A. This 

suggests that at high oxygen flux conditions the surface restructures during the 

delay times, which results in a less active surface at the beginning of the 

subsequent oxygen pulse. For low O-flux conditions (Figure 7.5B – black trace) 

the reaction rate maximum of the subsequent pulse reaches the level of the 

preceding one. However, a decrease of the reactivity is also observed for the 

low oxygen flux condition starting after the 3rd pulse. This decrease is 

accompanied by a change in the pulse shape. While the pulse shape of the first 

pulse suggests a steady state reactivity, the pulse shapes observed for the later 

pulses exhibit a clear decrease of the reactivity towards the end of the oxygen 

pulses, which is illustrated for the 7th pulse in Figure 7.5C (bottom). The 

deactivation during the pulse is even more severe for the high oxygen flux 

conditions as illustrated in Figure 7.5C (top). For this pulse the reactivity drops 

by about 40% in the course of the pulse. 

If the direct reaction CO + O to CO2 would be the only process, one would 

expect to see a simple 13CO2 transient corresponding to a reaction of pseudo 

first order as the concentration of CO is kept constant. The transients show a 

fast initial rise of reactivity, however, the shape of the traces at later times 

deviate considerably from expectations based on a simple pseudo first order 

reaction, which points to a more complex reaction mechanism involving different 

reaction pathways. Qualitatively, this is understood by the formation of Au-O 

phases which show a decreasing reactivity with increasing oxygen coverage. 

The growth of the Au-O phase is readily understood by the barrier for CO 

oxidation (~0.6 eV)142 as compared to the barrier for diffusion of oxygen atoms 

(~0.45 eV)108 on the Au(321) surface and the thermodynamic stability of Au-O 

phases with respect to individual oxygen atoms109. The dependence of CO 

oxidation activity on oxygen coverage was explained by results of STM and 

XPS experiments showing the presence of different types of oxygen depending 

on oxygen coverage130,133. Unfortunately, a quantitative evaluation of the data in 

terms of the oxygen content on the surface is hampered by the fact that one 
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cannot assume the same surface condition at two points along the pulse 

sequence due to the progressive deactivation of the surface. In turn, the amount 

of oxygen atoms remaining on the surface after the pulses cannot be 

determined. 

This is different for the experiments done at higher temperature. For these 

experiments, a reproducible pulse shape with a fast initial increase followed by 

a slower increase towards the maximum and subsequent decline represented 

by solid and dotted red lines in Figure 7.6 was observed within the series of 

oxygen pulses. As the flux of impinging oxygen atoms is constant during the 

pulse, it is readily clear that the surface accumulates oxygen. On the other 

hand, the system exhibits a reproducible behaviour for a series of pulses, which 

implies that the surface has to be in the same condition at the beginning of each 

pulse. In particular, the result is inconsistent with a progressive accumulation of 

oxygen during the pulses, which is clearly shown by the pulse shape during the 

oxygen pulses. This apparent contradiction can be resolved by assuming 

oxygen to react off the surface in the delay periods.  

More quantitative one has to assume that the amount of oxygen stored on 

the surface during the pulse has to match the amount reacted off during the 

delay pulses. In turn one can integrate the area of CO2 production after the 

pulse as well as the area underneath the oxygen pulse to determine the amount 

of oxygen sticking to the Au surface during the oxygen pulse. This allows to 

construct the shape of the ideal CO2 reactivity trace assuming a fast reaction of 

all impinging oxygen atoms on the surface towards CO2. The latter curve is 

shown as a blue rectangle for the reaction at 220 K. These experiments were 

using oxygen pulses corresponding to approximately 8•1014 atoms•cm-2 (see 

Chapter 4). Fraction of the hashed area after the oxygen pulse as compared to 

the area underneath the blue rectangle is then nothing but the amount of 

oxygen stored during the oxygen pulse. In doing so, one obtains a surface 

coverage of about 7•1013 O-atoms•cm-2 (0.05 ML) accumulated on the surface 

at the end of the oxygen pulse. 

The amount of oxygen found on the surface at the end of the pulses is 

similar for all temperature, which is in line with the transients and the retained 

intensity of 13CO2 signal observed at different temperatures. 
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Figure 7.5:  Transient CO2 production rates at 200 K for high (poxygen = 1.4 x 10-7 mbar – blue trace) and low (poxygen = 3.2 x 10-8 mbar – black 

trace) oxygen fluxes.(A) First transient of 13CO2signal, (B) decrease in 13CO2 formation indicated by a dotted red line and (C) 7th transient of 
13CO2signal for both oxygen fluxes. Fast and slow components are represented by a solid and dotted red line, respectively, constituting a guide 

for the eye. The hatched area in A and C represents the CO2 production after closing the O-beam. 
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It should be noted that already this very small amount of transient oxygen 

concentration leads to a measurable decrease of the surface reactivity by about 

10%, which proofs the sensitivity of the measurements for slight modifications of 

the surface. The current experiments clearly show, that even small amount of 

oxygen accumulating on the surface, reduces the reactivity of the surface as 

oxygen atoms are more reactive than oxygen stored in Au-O phases. This result 

is also important for the understanding of the reactivity of np-Au. In case of np-

Au, molecular oxygen is activated, which is believed to take place on the Ag 

moieties present on the surface of the system. The oxidation reaction is 

believed to take place on the Au surface as well, based on the reactivity and 

selectivity of np-Au observed for more complex partial oxidation reactions. 

Hence, the result clearly indicates, that the formation of Au-O phases even at 

low coverage (here about 5 % of a monolayer) will reduce the reactivity of the 

system. 

 

 
Figure 7.6:  Signals of transient 13CO2 production rate as a function of sample 

temperature. Oxygen pressure = 3.2•10-8 mbar (360 s beam ON and 360 beam OFF) 

and 13CO = 2.4•10-6 mbar. Fast and slow components are represented by a solid and 

dotted red line, respectively, constituting a guide for the eye. The blue line represents 

an ideal rectangular pulse shape and the hatched areas represent the CO2 production 

after closing the O-beam. 
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7.4 In-situ IRAS 

 

Finally, the reactivity results discussed above will be compared to in-situ 

IRAS spectra taken during the course of a CO oxidation cycle. Figure 7.7 

displays the isothermal infrared spectra, at 200 K, for high (left) and low (right) 

oxygen flux, corresponding to the reactivity data shown in Figure 7.1. The 

traces shown in black correspond to the oxygen beam off while the blue spectra 

were taken, while the O-beam was impinging on the surface. 

For high oxygen flux, the first spectrum taken after equilibration of the 

system with the 13CO beam (p(13CO) = 2.4•10-6 mbar) shows a pronounced 

peak at 2075 cm-1, which is characteristic for 13CO adsorption on steps of the 

Au(332) and is in line with observation made for the pristine gold surface 

discussed in Chapter 6. Moreover, an additional high energy shoulder at 2085 

cm-1 is detected. In light of the signals to be observed after an admission of O-

atoms this small signal may be due to some O-atoms already present on the 

surface.  

The IR intensity observed here is very comparable to the one measured 

on a pristine Au(332) surface at the same temperature, 200 K (see Chapter 6). 

With increasing the number of O-pulses changes of the CO adsorption band is 

observed. Two new vibrational bands at about (B) 2088 cm-1 and (C) 2103 cm-1 

appear, which are blue-shifted with respect to 13CO at step of clean Au(332) 

surface. At low oxygen exposure, the band B is more intense, while band C 

grows in at later stages. The intensity of the line corresponding CO adsorbed to 

the clean Au surface decreases rapidly with increasing oxygen exposure. At the 

beginning of the experiments, the intensity of the CO signals corresponding to 

CO bound on oxygen covered areas decreases when the beam is switched off, 

while line A corresponding to CO on the clean Au surface recovers slightly in 

the delay periods. At the high flux condition lines A, B and C all disappear 

beyond the 8th pulse. The loss of these CO bands coincides with drastic 

reduction of the reactivity of the Au(332) surface (see Figure 7.1). Additionally, 

in the reaction course a persistent extra vibrational band is observed at about 

2030 cm-1 (D).  
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The two bands B and C observed above correspond well to the doublet of 

line observed for the oxygen pre-covered Au(332) surface discussed in Chapter 

6. In line with the interpretation given there the bands B and C can be assigned 

to CO bound to different sites of oxidized Au atoms at oxidized step or kink sites 

of the Au(332) surface. The vibrational band D was, however, not observed for 

the CO adsorption experiments on the oxygen covered Au(332) surface 

discussed in Chapter 6. At the moment, the origin of this band is not clear and 

further experiments are necessary exclude experimental artefacts. 

 

 
Figure 7.7:  In situ infrared at high oxygen pressure of 1.4•10-7 mbar (left) and at low 

oxygen pressure of 3.2•10-8 mbar for the reaction performed at 200 K. Beam ON (blue 

lines) corresponds to a 120 s oxygen pulse directly impinging on the Au(332) surface 

and Beam OFF (black lines) corresponds to O-beam shutter closed. 13CO beam is 

constantly impinging on the surface along the reaction course. Different 13CO chemical 

environment is probed (A) 2075 cm-1, (B) 2088 cm-1, (C) 2103 cm-1and (D) 2030 cm-1. 

 

The IR spectra taken under at low oxygen flux condition (Figure 7.7right) 

show a similar behaviour. Prior to the oxygen pulses a band at (A)                

2075 cm-1 with an adjacent high energy shoulder at 2085 cm-1 is observed in 

line with the results discussed above. Upon O exposure, the signal A 

decreases, while at 2088 cm-1 (B) is seen during the entire pulse sequence. In 
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line with the observations made for the high O-flux, the signal at 2075 cm-1 

recovers slightly in the delay times between the first two pulses but disappears 

completely at the end of the pulse series. The signal at 2088 cm-1 exhibits a 

shift towards higher wavenumbers for elevated oxygen exposure and exhibits a 

slightly decreasing intensity in the course of the experiment. At later oxygen 

pulses an additional line at 2103 cm-1(C) appears in line with the previous 

results. 

The changes of 13CO chemical environment probed along the reaction 

course are qualitatively similar to the ones observed at high O-flux but proceed 

slower. In contrast to the high O-flux experiment, which shows only a band at 

about 2030 cm-1at the end of the reaction cycle, the bands B, C associated to 

CO bound to oxygen covered steps and kinks are still observed at the end of 

the experiment. In addition, a pronounced line at about 2030 cm-1 (D) is 

present, which is comparable to the situation at high O-flux; however, the 

assignment of this band at the moment is uncertain and additional experiments 

are needed to draw more solid conclusions. 

From both rate measurements and in-situ IRAS it is apparent that the 

accumulation of oxygen atoms on the surface decreases the transient 

concentration of CO on the surface. It is important to note though that there is 

no one to one relation between the reductions in transient CO concentration 

and oxidation rate of carbon monoxide. For the low oxygen flux the IR intensity 

of CO bound to the Au surface drops to 78% at the end of the pulse sequence, 

while the reactivity drops by 23%. It is however, important to note that the loss 

of transient CO concentration on the surface under high oxygen flux conditions 

correlates with the fast decay of CO oxidation activity of the system observed in 

the middle of the pulse series presented in Figure 7.1. On a molecular level, 

several contributions may contribute to this inhibition effect, such as site 

blocking of CO adsorption site due to the formation of Au-O phases or possible 

variations of the activation barrier for oxidation and desorption induced by the 

accumulation of oxygen. 
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8. The Influence of Water on the CO Oxidation 

 

In previous studies water was reported to adsorb and desorb molecularly 

on clean Au single-crystal surfaces146–149. In the presence of atomic oxygen on 

Au single-crystal surfaces TPD spectra exhibit a water desorption peak about 

20 K higher than found on the clean Au surface, which can be understood by a 

stabilization of molecular water by adsorbed oxygen. Based on these 

experimental observation it was suggested that water reacts with atomic oxygen 

to form two surface hydroxyl groups146,147,150,151. Theoretical calculations found 

the formation of the hydroxyl groups to be a slightly endothermic process on 

both the Au(111)151 as well as stepped Au(321)152 surfaces. However, on 

Au(100) and small gold clusters153,154 theory predict an exothermic formation of 

hydroxides suggesting that this reaction may be sensitive to the structure of 

surface.  

For CO oxidation, DFT calculations indicated that the barrier for CO 

oxidation was reduced to 0.11 eV in the presence of H2O compared to 0.25 eV 

for CO oxidation on oxygen precovered Au(111) without water150. This reduction 

was attributed to a concerted hydrogen transfer from one hydroxyl in the water-

hydroxyl mixed phase resulting in an OCOH intermediate, which subsequently 

decomposes to CO2. Ojifinni et al.155 demonstrated the incorporation of oxygen 

from water into CO2 through isotope exchange using 18O labelled water on a 16O 

precovered Au(111) surface, in an isothermal titration experiment with C16O. 

A number of studies have been performed to verify the role of water for 

enhancing CO oxidation activity151,156–158. Kim et al.37 have reported a ~70% 

enhanced CO2 (both 12C16O2 and 12C16O18O) production at 140 K if comparing 

the total CO2 yield of an isothermal titration experiment dosing CO onto an O 

precovered Au(111) surface with or without pre-adsorbed water. In turn, this 

implies that CO oxidation in the absence of water is not able to utilize all the 

oxygen precovered on the surface, which was reported to be the case if water 

was pre-adsorbed and has led the authors to speculate that a new reaction 
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mechanism involving surface hydroxyls is responsible for the observed 

differences. 

In contrast to all experiments described so far, in catalysis reactive oxygen 

species are produced in the presence of CO. Due to the observed dependence 

of CO oxidation activity on oxygen coverage discussed before and the possible 

change of the reaction mechanism proposed in literature the effect of water on 

the steady state as well as the transient kinetics of CO oxidation on well-defined 

Au model surfaces under isothermal and constant educt flux conditions has not 

been investigated thus far. 

This chapter focuses on a systematic study of the influence of water on 

CO oxidation over the Au(332) surface using the pulsed molecular beam 

strategy successfully applied in the previous chapter to investigate the kinetics 

under isothermal conditions. Educts and products were detected by time-

resolved mass spectrometry. First, the dependence of CO oxidation on the 

water pressure will be discussed. To this end D2
18O is added to a mixture of 16O 

atoms and 13C16O, the reactivity of water can be directly monitored from isotopic 

scrambling of the reactive oxygen species yielding a 13C16O18O isotopomer. In a 

second step the transient kinetics will be discussed in more detail. 

 

8.1 Dependence on Water Pressure 

 

Figure 8.1shows a series of molecular beam experiments in which CO2 

production is measured as a function of water partial pressure. The experiments 

use continuous beams of 13CO (p(13CO) = 2.4•10-6 mbar, flux = 7.3•1014 

molecules•cm-2s-1) and D2
18O of varying pressure simultaneously impinging on 

the sample surface, which is held at 250 K for all experiments. CO oxidation is 

induced by a pulsed beam of atomic oxygen (5 pulses, 120 s beam on, 180 s 

beam off) with an oxygen flux of 2.2•1012 atoms•cm-2s-1 (p(O2) = 3.2•10-8 mbar, 

Tcracker = 1973 K).The production of the two isotopomers13C16O2 (m/z = 45) and 

13C16O18O (m/z = 47) is followed by time-resolved MS. For comparison, also an 
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experiment in the absence of water is shown, which is conducted under 

otherwise identical conditions. 

Figure 8.1A shows the amount of 13C16O2 formation at 250 K in the 

absence of D2
18O. A reproducible behaviour is observed for each pulse within 

this series in line with the discussion presented in Chapter 7. Despite the pulse 

to pulse reproducibility of the reactivity, no steady state reactivity is reached 

within the pulses. Instead, the transient kinetics of each pulse shows a rapid 

increase of CO2 formation within the first two seconds of the pulse, which 

correspond to about 50% of the observed maximal CO2 production. 

Subsequently, the curvature of the trace decreases to reach a maximal CO2 

production after about 50 s. Soon after reaching the maximum, the CO2 

production rate decreases continuously until the end of the oxygen pulse. As 

previously discussed, this behaviour can be explained by an increasing 

concentration of surface oxygen in the course of the oxygen pulse. The growth 

of the Au-O phases formed during the accumulation of oxygen on the surface 

results in a decreasing CO2 production, which is in line with the observations 

reported in literature159. Please note that the surface recovers to its initial state 

during the periods in between the oxygen pulses, which implies that oxygen 

stored on the surface during the oxygen pulses is reacted away by CO 

impinging on the surface in between the oxygen pulses (see Chapter 7). It 

should be noted that no formation of 13C18O16O was detected in the absence of 

D2
18O, in agreement with expectations. 

When D2
18O is added to the educt feed, the production of the 13C16O18O 

(m/z = 47) isotopomer (Figure 8.1–blue traces) is observed in addition to 

13C16O2 (m/z = 45) (Figure 8.1–black traces). While the latter originates from 

the expected reaction of 13CO with reactive 16O species provided by the oxygen 

cracker, the formation of the 13C16O18O isotopomer is a clear evidence for 

isotopic scrambling of 16O atoms provided by the cracker and the 18O labelled 

water, in agreement with previous literature results151. With increasing water 

pressure, the amount of the isotope exchanged CO2 isotopomer increases 

markedly. While at 1.8•10-7mbar (Figure 8.1B) the 13C18O16O isotopomer 

amounts to about 13% of the CO2 yield at the end of each pulse this fraction 

increases to more than 60% for the highest water pressure studied here (Figure 
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8.1D). Further information can be gathered from the inspection of the pulse 

shapes. 

 

Figure 8.1:  Formation rates of CO2 (13C16O2 (m/z = 45 – black trace);13C16O18O (m/z 

= 47 – blue trace)) in a molecular beam experiment using a pulsed oxygen beam (p(O2) 

= 3.2•10-8 mbar)  and continuous dosing of 13CO (p = 2.4•10-6 mbar) and water (D2
18O) 

at different pressures:(A) 0 mbar, (B) 1.8•10-7 mbar, (C) 1.4•10-6mbar and                  

(D) 5.1•10-6mbar at 250 K. 

 

At a low water pressure, the shape of the 13C16O2 signal is found to be the 

same as in absence of D2
18O. In contrast to that, the pulse shape of the isotope 

exchanged CO2 shows no deactivation in the course of the pulse. Instead, the 

13C16O18O amount increases slowly after a fast initial raise and levels off at 

about half the pulse length. The decrease in the formation rate of 13C16O2 

across the O-pulse is almost gone for the second D2
18O pressure (Figure 8.1C) 

and is no longer observed for highest water pressure. While the trace of the 

mixed isotopomer (13C18O16O) shows no decrease in formation rate at low water 

pressure (Figure 8.1C), a deactivation is observed for this species at 

intermediate water pressure (Figure 8.1C). Interestingly, at the highest D2
18O 

pressure the reduction of the isotope exchanged product is no longer observed. 

Moreover, it should be noted that no hydrogen or hydrogen-containing species 
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such as D2
13CO or D13COOD were detected during these experiments and also 

no oxygen remaining on the surface was detectable by Auger after the 

experiments. 

To confirm steady state reactivity for the highest water pressure, the 

length of the oxygen pulses was extended to 360 s interrupted by an equally 

long delay times. In this experiment, the water pressure was about 10% smaller 

(4.5•10-6 mbar instead of 5.1•10-6 mbar used above), which was due to 

experimental limitations. Figure 8.2 shows a CO2 transient for this experiment. 

Steady state reactivity is reached at about 60 s for the 13C16O2 product, while it 

requires a significantly longer time of ~170 s to reach the steady state for the 

13C16O18O product. The experiment clearly shows that the Au surface exhibits 

steady state reactivity at water partial pressures above 4.5•10-6 mbar, which 

opens the possibliity to elucidate the properties of the surface at steady state 

more quantitatively. 

 

Figure 8.2:  Formation rates of CO2 (13C16O2 (m/z = 45 – black trace); 13C16O18O (m/z 

= 47 – blue trace)) in a molecular beam experiment using a pulsed oxygen beam 

(p(16O2) = 3.2•10-8 mbar, 360 s ON and 360 s OFF) and continuous dosing of 13CO (p = 

2.4•10-6 mbar and D2
18O (p = 4.5•10-6mbar)at 250 K. 

 

It was shown above that water can change the reactivity of the Au surface. 

In particular, the system exhibits steady state reactivity at elevated water 

pressure. The transient kinetics is, however, complex rendering an analysis of 

the underlying processes difficult. To this end it is interesting to concentrate on 
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the early stages of the pulses. Within the first two seconds a rapid increase of 

the reaction rate is observed. At the same time the total amount of oxygen 

atoms impinging on the surface during this time amounts to 4.4•1012                        

O-atoms•cm-2. At such a low O-atom exposure, it is reasonable to assume that 

the observed reactivity towards CO2 is largely determined by the direct reaction 

of CO with adsorbed O-atoms. Figure 8.3 shows the initial activity of the 

surface two seconds after admission of the oxygen beam as a function of water 

pressure. The black symbols in Figure 8.3 representing the total reactivity show 

a slight increase of 13% for the lowest water pressure as compared to the dry 

feed. However, at the higher water pressures the total rate decreases again and 

is found to be very close to the value of the dry feed. As expected from the 

qualitative discussion above, the reactivity towards the 12C16O2 isotopomer (red 

symbols) decays with increasing water pressure while the 13C16O18O evolution 

(blue symbols) shows the opposite trend. The formation of the13C16O18O as a 

function of D2
18O pressure increases quite strongly at low water pressures but 

levels off at higher water pressure. Attempts to fit the pressure dependence 

result in a best fit using a square root behaviour. 

 

Figure 8.3: Initial reactivity (after the first 2 s) towards CO2 upon admission of the O-

beam as a function of water pressure using the data presented in Figure 8.1.Total 

(sum of both isotopomers) CO2 reactivity (black symbols); 13C16O2 channel (red 

symbols); 13C16O18O channel (blue symbols). The lines are a guide to the eye. 

The small changes of the initial CO2 reactivity with water pressure indicate 

that water does not affect the reactivity of O-atoms with CO towards CO2. 
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However, increasing the water pressure enhances the fraction of isotopically 

exchanged CO2. Note that the 13C16O18O channel shows the same initial 

kinetics as the 13C16O2 channel (Figure 8.2), which suggests that both species 

share the same rate limiting step. While experiments with a better time 

resolution would be needed to substantiate this statement, the present results 

are consistent with this interpretation. If both isotopomers share the same rate 

limiting step, one can conclude that a fast isotope exchange reaction precedes 

CO oxidation. For the reaction of oxygen atoms with CO dominating at the 

beginning of the oxygen pulse, the isotope exchange reaction can be readily 

understood by the reaction of an oxygen atom with water forming two hydroxyls 

presented in Scheme 1. The equilibrium of oxygen atoms plus water and two 

hydroxyl groups is a facile channel for the isotope exchange as the formation of 

18O atoms is associated with the production of a D2
16O molecule, which desorbs 

under the reaction conditions, hence rendering the back reaction impossible.  

 

Scheme 1 – Reaction scenario of an oxygen atom with water, leading to the formation 

of two hydroxyls and the isotope exchange followed by the evolution of both 13C16O2 

and 13C16O18O isotopomers. 

 

The Brönsted-base character of the adsorbed atomic oxygen is sufficient 

to abstract a hydrogen atom from an adsorbed water molecule to form two 

hydroxides on the surface with relatively small activation barriers calculated to 

range from 0.11 eV for the Au(111)155,160 to 0.23 eV for the Au(321)152 surfaces 

using DFT calculations. The reaction towards the two hydroxyls was found to be 

endothermic by 0.05 eV and 0.11 eV for the Au(111) and the Au(321) surfaces, 

respectively. The low barrier in both directions allows for a very rapid and 

reversible reaction as represented in Scheme 1. Calculations have also shown 
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that hydroxyl groups are mobile species with a barrier for diffusion of 0.19 eV on 

Au(111)155. However, this barrier needs to be compared to the barrier of the 

back reaction, which is calculated to be somewhat smaller but comparable. This 

results in a complex kinetic scenario, which would need kinetic modelling to 

deduce the transient concentrations. Such a modelling is, however, difficult as 

the result depends very critically on the precision of the different energies and 

the precision of DFT is usually not good enough to achieve “chemical 

accuracy”. Assuming that the calculated energies equal the free enthalpies of 

the reaction, this would lead to an equilibrium constant of about 1.0•10-2 – 0.05 

eV for Au(111) and 6.1•10-3 – 0.11 eV for Au(321) at 250 K. As the transient 

concentration of the oxygen atoms as well as water are rather small, the 

concentration of the hydroxyl groups will be even smaller. However, the 

exchange reaction is very facile and can kinetically compete with CO oxidation 

despite the low transient concentrations due to the irreversible nature of the 

reaction creating the 18O atoms and its low activation energy. 

The analysis of the initial reactivity confirms the kinetic competition of an 

isotope exchange reaction between D2
18O + 16Oads yielding two hydroxyl groups 

on Au(332) and CO oxidation. While this picture is sufficient to understand the 

initial reactivity, it is not possible to understand the more complex kinetics at 

later stages of the pulses using this simple scenario. To further elucidate the 

role of water for CO oxidation, the transient reaction kinetics will be discussed in 

more detail in the following section. 

 

8.2 Transient Kinetics 

 

While the differences in the initial CO2 production rates were found to be 

basically constant in the presence of water, the transient kinetics of CO 

oxidation reflected in the pulse shapes depends significantly on water partial 

pressure and will be discussed in the following. 

Single pulse profiles of 13C16O16O and 13C16O18O observed in the MB 

experiments shown in Figure 8.1 are shown in Figure 8.4. For a direct 
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comparison of the changes in transient kinetics the pulses are normalized to 

maximum pulse height. As alluded to above, for low water pressure (1.8•10-7 

mbar) as well as in the absence of water, a decrease in CO2 formation rate is 

detected in the m/z = 45 channel. The m/z = 47 channel exhibits a slight decay 

at later stages of the pulse, as well. For the intermediate water pressure, a 

decrease of reactivity is clearly observed in the pulse shape of 13C16O18O, while 

the trace for 13C16O2 product is almost constant. At the highest water pressure, 

a stable CO2 production is observed at the end of the O-pulse in both the 

13C16O2 (m/z = 45) and 13C16O18O (m/z = 47) channel. After closing the oxygen 

beam, the reaction drops towards the background under all conditions. The 

decrease is, however, slower than expected based on the characteristic time 

scale of the machine, which is in line with the consumption of remaining active 

oxygen species during this time period. 

For both 13C16O2 and 13C16O18O products, the fast onset (see Figure 8.4 – 

solid red line) observed of the signal is predominately due to the direct reaction 

of CO with oxygen atoms present on the Au(332). As already discussed in 

Chapter 7 CO oxidation will compete with surface diffusion of the O-atoms. Due 

to their thermodynamics stability as compared to the single O-atoms the 

diffusing atoms will tend to nucleate at appropriate sites such as step edges on 

the surface and from Au-O phases, whose reactivity towards CO oxidation is 

decreasing with increasing size159. However, theoretical investigations suggest 

that the initial stages of these Au-O phases, namely Au-O chains, show a 

considerable activity towards CO oxidation161. To this end, the slow increase 

(see Figure 8.4 – dotted red line) of the CO2 yield is interpreted to be the sum 

of the reactivity of the direct channel utilizing atomic oxygen and CO reactivity at 

the Au-O phases. The slow increase of the CO activity after the rapid rise within 

the first two seconds reflects the formation kinetics of these phases. With 

increasing size of the Au-O phases their reactivity drops, which leads to a 

deactivation of the system at later stages of the oxygen pulses. In turn, this 

interpretation implies that the flux of oxygen atoms added to the Au-O phases 

has to be higher than the loss due to CO oxidation; hence, there is also a kinetic 

competition in this reaction channel. 
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Figure 8.4: Signals of transient 13CO2 production rate at 250 K for different water pressures. The length of oxygen pulse is 120 s (3.2•10-8 

mbar) and p(13CO) = 2.4•10-6 mbar. Fast and slow components are represented by solid and dotted red lines, respectively, constituting a guide 

for the eye. The black rectangles represent the ideal pulse shape and the hatched areas correspond to the oxygen present on the surface at 

steady state. 
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At a water pressure of 1.4•10-6 mbar (see Figure 8.4) the transient signals 

show an interesting aspect. At this pressure, the reactivity towards 13C16O2 

becomes basically stable, while the isotope exchanged channel reveals a 

deactivation of the surface. Hence, the deactivation, which is associated with 

the formation of Au-O phases, is no longer observed in the direct reaction 

channel. This observation implies that the isotope exchange has to be complete 

for the Au-O phases under these conditions. In turn, the ratio of the rates 

between the isotope exchange reaction and CO oxidation has to increase 

rendering the isotope exchange more facile for the Au-O phases as compared 

to CO oxidation by O atoms. 

At the highest water pressure, the reactivity towards both 13C16O2 and 

13C16O18O reaches stationary values. It is important to note, that the kinetics 

towards steady state is different for both reaction channels indicating that 

different reaction paths contribute to these products. Steady state is reached 

much later for the isotope exchanged channel, which is in line with the 

observation discussed above, which was indicating that CO oxidation utilizing 

the Au-O phases is predominantly yielding 13C16O18O. Hence, the kinetics of the 

exchanged channel towards the steady state can be interpreted as the kinetics 

towards a stationary Au-O phase distribution present at steady state.  

The presence of a transient oxygen concentration in the steady state is 

readily deduced from the observed pulse shape. In steady state the amount of 

the total rate of CO2 production has to equal the flux of oxygen atoms sticking to 

the surface. As the latter is a perfect rectangular shaped pulse (see black 

rectangles in the top traces of Figure 8.4) with the height corresponding to the 

steady state reactivity of CO2, the sum of the hashed areas in Figure 8.4 

corresponds to the amount of oxygen present under steady state conditions 

used here. Integrating the area of the rectangles and the area underneath the 

experimental pulses and using the total flux of oxygen atoms of 2.6•1014 

atoms•cm-2, the difference between the two areas corresponds to 2.8•1013 

atoms•cm-2 (0.02 ML) present under steady state conditions. This indicates that, 

in the presence of water almost 90% of the oxygen atoms were consumed, 

while for the CO oxidation reaction in the absence of water (see Chapter 7) 

only 75% of oxygen atoms were reacting off. While these numbers depend on 
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the pulse length and can hence not be interpreted quantitatively further, this 

result shows an enhanced reactivity of the system in the presence of water in 

the sense that it helps to prevent a deactivation of the system due to the 

formation of Au-O phases. 

The ability of water to utilize oxygen otherwise stored in Au-O phases and 

subsequently leading to a deactivation of the surface is in line with the beneficial 

role of water found for nanoporous gold catalysts. Running CO oxidation on np-

Au oftentimes results in a deactivation of the system at prolonged times on 

stream, which is associated with the accumulation of oxygen in the system. 

Exposing such deactivated np-Au to a CO oxidation feed containing water was 

shown to result in a reactivation of the systems162. In addition, similar effects 

with respect to the transient kinetics found on the model systems were also 

observed for np-Au. While the system deactivates under dry CO/O2 feed 

conditions a stable steady state reactivity can be reached if water is added to 

the feed162. To this end, the results on the model surface presented here 

perfectly match the observations on the real catalyst suggesting that the 

underlying mechanism also apply for the np-Au. 
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9. Summary 

 

Within this thesis a new molecular beam apparatus was set up, which has 

been specifically designed to investigate reaction kinetics of catalytic reaction 

on single crystal surfaces under well-defined conditions. The corresponding 

UHV apparatus is divided into two parts: a chamber for sample preparation and 

a scattering chamber used for the characterization of surface reactivity. The 

former one is equipped with standard surface characterization and preparation 

tools namely sputter gun, electron beam evaporator, quartz-microbalance, low-

energy electron diffraction and an Auger electron spectrometer. The scattering 

chamber consists of two crossed effusive molecular beams and allows for in-

situ infrared-spectroscopy of the sample placed at the crossing point of the 

molecular beams. While IR spectroscopy allows to monitor the evolution of 

surface species during reactions, the reactivity itself is monitored by analysing 

the gas-phase composition using a quadrupole mass spectrometer. The 

principle concept of the apparatus follows the lines described in literature, 

however, in this machine an effusive atomic oxygen source, which was 

operated as a molecular beam, was integrated for the first time into a molecular 

beam apparatus. The aim of this development was to study the transient as well 

as steady state reactivity of oxidation reactions which are impossible to study 

under UHV conditions due to the low probability of oxygen activation at these 

pressures. To this end CO oxidation on a single crystalline Au-surface was 

chosen as a test reaction. 

A quantitative evaluation of the results requires a proper alignment and 

characterization of the different components. Using a movable stagnation flow 

monitor the beam profiles as well as the dependence of the flux on the inlet 

pressure of the glass capillary array used to form the effusive beam could be 

determined. After proper alignment, the flux of educts varies by about 20% over 

the entire crystal surface, which ensures homogeneous reaction conditions over 

the entire surface. Moreover, the educt flux depends linearly on inlet pressure 

below about 0.6 mbar, which corresponds to a flux of 1.5•1015                   

molecules•cm-2s-1. For higher inlet pressures, up to 1 mbar slight deviation of 
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the linear dependence are observed, however, the flux raises to about 2·1015 

molecules•cm-2s-1 

To elucidate the nature of CO IR bands observed in-situ during CO 

oxidation, infrared spectra of 13CO were taken on pristine and O precovered 

Au(332) surface. If 13CO is adsorbed on Au(332) under UHV conditions at 100 

K, two lines can be discerned at low coverage, which were assigned to CO 

adsorbed at step and kink sites of the Au(332) surface. With increasing 

coverage both signals merge and the spectrum exhibit only one resonance at 

about 2065 cm-1, which is due to the different contribution of the dipolar 

coupling for both species as extracted from isotope dilution experiments. The 

temperature series of IR spectra of 13CO taken under isobaric conditions 

showed a single adsorption band found at 2075 cm-1 for an IR intensity, hence, 

a CO coverage, comparable to the saturation coverage at 100 K. The shift of 

the signal by 10 cm-1 under isobaric conditions to higher frequency proves a 

different environment of the CO molecules at the different temperatures. The 

latter can be interpreted as a variation of the populated adsorption sites. For the 

O precovered Au(332) surface IR spectroscopy reveals two CO stretching 

bands blue-shifted with respect to the one on the pristine Au(332) surface, 

which can be attributed to two adsorption sites created by the deposition of 

oxygen on the surface. While the blue-shift of the stretching frequency is well in 

line with expectations, it these sites, although small in number, were found to 

exhibit a higher CO binding energy than the clean Au surface, which is not 

typically observed for late transition metals. However, there are indications from 

theoretical calculations that sites with higher CO binding energy exist on an 

oxygen precovered Au surface. Although at present these calculations are at 

variance with the observed stability of these sites with respect to CO oxidation 

and can, hence, not explain the observed IR lines. 

The CO oxidation was investigated on the Au(332) as a function of oxygen 

atom flux and temperature. At 200 K a deactivation of the surface towards CO 

oxidation is found in pulsed molecular beam studies. The deactivation is 

considerably faster if the oxygen atom flux is increased. The latter is 

accompanied with a deposition of oxygen on the surface as verified by Auger 
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spectroscopy. This result implies that under the experimental conditions the 

oxidation of CO with oxygen atoms impinging on the Au surface competes with 

diffusion of O-atom to nucleate into thermodynamically more stable Au-O 

phases. The latter are responsible for a deactivation of the system, which is in 

line with expectations based on results described in literature. Even though the 

activity of the Au surface drops significantly after deposition of oxygen atoms, 

the oxygen covered surface still has CO oxidation activity, which is higher than 

the stainless-steel chamber.  

At higher temperature (220 – 300 K) the surface was found to show a 

more pronounced deactivation during the oxygen pulses as compared to 200 K. 

This suggests that the formation of Au-O phases is more facile under these 

conditions, which implies that the balance between oxygen atom diffusion 

leading to the formation of Au-O phases and reaction with CO is shifted towards 

diffusion. The latter is well in line with expectation based on the IR results, 

which show a significant decrease of the transient CO concentration on the 

surface, and the high desorption temperature of oxygen atoms (T > 500 K). 

Despite the deactivation during the pulses the system exhibits a reproducible 

pulse to pulse behaviour. This reproducibility allows to quantify the amount of 

oxygen being stored on the surface during the oxygen pulses. From this 

analysis, it can be concluded that already 0.05 ML of oxygen adsorbed on the 

surface within Au-O phases results in a decrease of the reactivity by about 10%. 

Another notable aspect of low-temperature CO oxidation is that the 

addition of water in the feed stream is believed to have a beneficial effect on the 

reaction. From the systematic study preformed within this thesis it could show 

that the initial reactivity of the system, which is determined by the reaction of 

CO with oxygen atoms is not altered by the presence of water. The experiments 

clearly show the reaction of water with the oxygen atoms present at the surface, 

however, no indication for a change in the reaction mechanism could be found. 

The observed of isotope exchange reactions between oxygen atoms and water 

points to a very facile equilibrium reaction between water and oxygen atoms 

towards two hydroxyls, which can kinetically compete with CO oxidation. 

With increasing water pressure the system reaches steady state 

conditions, which confirms the ability of water to utilize oxygen otherwise stored 

in Au-O phases subsequently leading to a deactivation of the system. Under 
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steady state conditions the molecular beam approach allows to quantify the 

transient oxygen coverage present at steady state, which was found to be about 

0.02 ML. This indicates that, in the presence of water almost 90% of the oxygen 

atoms were reacting off, while for the CO oxidation reaction in the absence of 

water only 75% of oxygen atoms were consumed under otherwise identical 

conditions. These results have confirmed that the presence of water during CO 

oxidation helps to prevent a deactivation of the surface due to the formation of 

Au-O phases.  

The Au(332) surface investigated here was chosen to serve as a model 

system for np-Au, which was found to be a suitable catalyst for low-temperature 

CO oxidation using molecular oxygen as the oxidation agent. While the 

experiments described here are not able to shed light on important questions 

such as the mechanism of oxygen activation, the results observed here show 

striking similarities with the behaviour of np-Au. Under dry CO oxidation 

conditions np-Au catalysts often exhibit a rather similar behaviour of the 

reactivity found here. Although the corresponding time scales are largely 

different the system show in increase in activity with time on stream, however, 

the activity goes through a maximum and the system deactivates at later times. 

Moreover, by adding water to the CO oxidation feed, the np-Au starts to show 

steady state reactivity, which exactly parallels the behaviour observed on the 

model system studied here. Hence, it is suggested that the reason for the 

deactivation of the np-Au is the unfavourable competition between CO oxidation 

of the activated oxygen species, which are most likely oxygen atoms and their 

diffusion towards nucleation sites for Au-O phases. The growth of these phases 

will lead to a deactivation of the system at prolonged time on stream. Water, 

however, was shown to allow a utilization of oxygen stored in such Au-O 

phases, which would otherwise lead to deactivation. To this end, the results of 

on the model system under UHV conditions obtained in this thesis provide an 

experiment based explanation for an important process in a real high-

performance catalyst underpinning the importance of surface science 

experiments for the understanding of heterogeneous catalysis. 
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Appendix A 

 

I. Calculation of the oxygen flux through the tube based 

on the background pressure: 

 

As described in Section 3.2.1, the scattering chamber has a 500 L 

turbomolecular pump mounted. Considering a pumping speed of 500 L s-1 and 

noticing that 1 standard cubic centimetre per minute (sscm) is equal to a leaking 

rate of 0.016 mbar L s-1, one can calculate the gas flow through the oxygen 

cracker based on the desired background pressure in this setup using the 

Equation A1. 

 

𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 =  
𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑[𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑟] × 𝑆𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑[𝐿 𝑠−1]

0.016 [𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑟 𝐿 𝑠−1/𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑚]
 

1 

 

For the oxygen pressures of 3.2•10-8 mbar (pbackground = 1•10-8 mbar) and 

1.4•10-7 mbar (pbackground = 5•10-8 mbar) used in this thesis the corresponding 

gas flows are 0.0003 sccm and 0.0016 sccm, respectively. According to the 

data sheet provided by the manufacturer, at low gas flow regime the grade of 

dissociation demonstrated a linear dependency of the gas flow through the 

cracking tube for constant operational temperatures75,76. To this end, one can 

estimate the total flux f of O-atoms for the two oxygen gas flow calculated with 

13% of cracking probability. For the low oxygen pressure (3.2•10-8 mbar), the 

total oxygen flux is estimated to be about 1.4•1012 atoms•cm-2s-1, and for high 

oxygen pressure (1.4•10-7 mbar) is estimated to be approximately 7.3•1012 

atoms•cm-2s-1. 
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Appendix B 

 

I. Chemicals 

 
All experiments were performed in an ultra-high vacuum molecular beam 

and IR coupled apparatus. Argon (Air Liquide, 99.999%) was used for sample 

sputtering. O2 (Air Liquide, 99.995%) was introduced into the thermal oxygen 

cracker to produce O-atoms. For CO IRAS and reactive experiments, 13CO 

(Euriso-top, 99%) beam was used. Water beam (D2
18O – Sigma Aldrich, > 95 

%) was purified prior to each experiment by repeated freeze-pump-thaw cycles. 

N2 (Air Liquide, 99.999%) was used for the gas bearings of the infrared 

interferometer. In order to avoid contamination, the gas lines were flushed 

thoroughly prior to each experiment. 

 

II. Pulsed Molecular Beam Experiments 

 
The pulsed molecular beam experiments were performed according to the 

sketch shown in Figure B1. Sequential steps for introducing a gas into the 

scattering chamber were considered in order to define the background level 

during the reactive experiments. Initially all the three beams were valve and 

shutter closed (1). Thereafter, the oxygen beam was introduced first by opening 

the valve and the shutter was remained closed (2). Before the admittance of the 

13CO and D2
18O beams into the scattering chamber, the oxygen pressure was 

adjusted. In the sequence, 13CO was introduced and shortly thereafter water. 

The shutter of the 13CO and D2
18O beam were opened simultaneously (3). 

During reactive experiments, the sample was continuously exposed with 

the CO and water beam at variable flux, while the oxygen beam source was 

modulated with different pulse width accordingly to the desired experiment. The 

infrared was measured ON oxygen pulse and OFF oxygen pulse. Moreover, 

beam modulation, flux intensities, and sample temperature are fully computer 

controlled in order to ensure the reproducibility between the experiments. 
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Figure B1: Sketch of a molecular beam pulse experiment. Three beams are 

represented: D2
18O beam (blue), 13CO beam (red), and 16O beam (black). Sequential 

stages valve and shutter closed (1), valve open /shutter closed (2), and valve and 

shutter open (3). Both pulse width (poxygen) and the delay time (d) of the oxygen pulses 

are in second and defined for each experiment. 
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Abbreviation List 

AES Auger Electron Spectroscopy 

AOB Atomic Oxygen Beam 

CMA Cylindrical Mirror Analyzer 

DFT Density Functional Theory 

EM Electron Multipliers 

ER Eley-Riedel 

GCA Glass Capillary Array 

HeNe Helium-neon Laser 

IRAS Infrared Reflection Absorption Spectroscopy 

L Langmuir 

LH Langmuir-Hinshelwood 

LEED Low Energy Electron Diffraction 

MB Molecular Beam 

MCP Micro Channel Plate 

MCT Mercury Cadmium Telluride 

ML Monolayer 

MS Mass Spectrometry 

NP Nanoparticle 

Np-Au Nanoporous–Gold 

STM Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy 

TEM Transmission Electron Microscopy 

TMP Turbomolecular Pump 

TPD Temperature Programmed Desorption 

UHV Ultrahigh Vacuum 

XPS X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
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